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GRADE 459

Science Curriculum
Grade 4
Purpose of the Subject: The study of Science encompasses knowledge, processes and values. A scientifically literate person will foster an attitude of
caring for our world as responsible citizens. Their decision making will be enhanced by a systematic study of the structure and behaviour of the
physical and natural world through observation and experiment.
Strand (Topic): Energy
Essential Learning Outcomes (ELO - 1): Use evidence to construct an explanation relating to the speed of an object to the energy of that object.
Grade Level Guidelines: Students in kindergarten through fifth grade begin to develop an understanding of the four disciplinary core ideas: physical
sciences; life sciences; earth and space sciences; and engineering, technology, and applications of science. In the earlier grades, students begin by
recognising patterns and formulating answers to questions about the world around them. By the end of fifth grade, students are able to demonstrate
grade-appropriate proficiency in gathering, describing, and using information about the natural and designed world(s)
Inclusive Learning Strategies: (ILS)
Specific Curriculum Outcomes: (SCO)
Inclusive Assessment Strategies: (IAS)
Learners are expected to:
• In small groups or pairs, have learners
•
Have
learners
complete
and
present
a
Knowledge
push/roll to each other objects such as balls
Frayer 4 square chart individually or in
and toy vehicles. This activity can be done
pairs. For example,
on the floor or on the desk.
• Define the terms:
Use the Rally Cooperative group learning
o Energy
strategy (see video in useful content) to
o Speed
determine how much learners know about
o Potential energy
o Kinetic Energy
energy. E.g.
o Collision
- What does the ball or toy car need to move?
o Energy transfer
(Energy)
- Where does the energy for them to move
• Demonstrate an understanding of
come from? (The push of the hand/body)
energy and its two main types.
- Are you saying that the energy in the hand
goes over (is transferred) to the ball/toy car
• Identify and describe relative
to make it move?
speed and energy of objects (e.g.,
faster vs. slower objects).
If we push the car harder, will it go faster or
slower? (The car gets more energy so its
• Demonstrate an understanding that
speed is faster.)
the speed of an object is related to

the energy of the object (For
example, the faster an object is
moving, the more energy it
possesses).
•

Recognise that energy is
transferred from a moving object
to another when they interact (e.g.
collide; rub against each other,
etc.).

•

Explain that the faster an object is
moving, the more observable
impact it can have on another
object such as louder sound
produced, greater distance moved
when they collide, etc.

•

Identify how the speed and energy
of an object has negative or
positive effects/impacts on the
environment (e.g. fast and slow
moving objects).

•

Give at least one example of how
potential energy is used for doing
work.

Skills
•

Observe and describe the relative
speed of objects.

•

•

•

- What can happen to your body if it doesn’t
get food for a long time? (The body will get
Individual and oral description of the
weak and you cannot do many things. There
movement of the ball/toy car during the
will not be enough energy for the organs to
small group activity, e.g. The ball/car
work. etc.)
moved slowly/very fast.
- What type of energy does the hand contain?
(stored, chemical, potential, stationary)
The teacher can explain that the type of
Present a completed table based on the
investigation to determine how the speed of
energy in the hand is potential energy.
an object is related to its energy. For
(Chemical potential energy- chemical energy
example,
which comes from the food we eat.)
- What type of energy does the moving ball
or toy car contain? (Kinetic energy)
- Can you say what energy really is?
(Energy makes things move or happen,
energy helps us to do work, etc.)
- Does a book on a table have energy? What
type?
(Yes, potential energy)
If we push the book off the edge of the table,
it falls because of gravity. But that energy of
falling can be used to do work. Think of a
water wheel in a river how the flowing water
Answer strategic questions, e.g.
can turn a big wheel and grind flour and cut
- Describe the energy transfer that took
wood.
place before the object was launched to the
Teacher’s note:
time it hit the wall.
Microscience Activity 1.7 Can air do Work? Can
(The stretched rubber band contained
elastic potential energy and the object to be be included to show how air moves a propette and
launched contained potential energy. When arm of the microstand, similar discussions of
potential, kinetic energy can be shared – linkage to
the rubber band was released, it had
kinetic energy which was transferred to the wind farms as mentioned is made of hydropower
object. The object contained kinetic energy later in this section

•

Observe and describe the impact/
effect of the speed of an object on
another object when they interact.

•

Investigate to provide the evidence
and explanation that the speed of
an object is related to the energy of
that object.

•

Predict the effect of the speed of
an object on another object when
they collide.

•

Communicate orally and in
writing, findings from
investigations.

while travelling to the wall and changed to
potential energy when it hit the wall.)
- Describe the impact the object had on
the wall for each trial. (When the object hit
the wall, a sound was produced. The sound
was louder when the object travelled
fastest. Also the faster the object travelled,
the more it damaged the paper or
cardboard on the wall)
- What determined the speed of the object
as it travelled to the wall? (The stretching
of the rubber band to launch the object.
The further the rubber band was stretched,
the faster the object travelled to the wall,
i.e. the more energy was transferred to the
object the faster it travelled to the wall)
- What conclusion can be made about the
speed of an object and the energy it
possesses? (The speed of an object depends
on the energy it possesses. The more
kinetic energy it has, the faster it travels.)

Values
•

Participate actively in discussions.

•

Show appreciation for the
innovation of inventors to harness
the power of water.

•

Recognise the importance of
maintaining waterways.

•

Understand that diverting
waterways for hydropower may
disadvantage indigenous peoples
who rely on water for irrigation
and daily living.

•

Display and offer assistance to
peers who may have physical or
learning challenges when
conducting investigations and
group work.

•

Retrieved from
http://www.powerinthelandscape.co.uk/water/water
_wheels.html

Have learners complete a group assignment
and presentation on a scrap book with
pictures/drawings/videos of the impact of
various speeds of wind or water on the
environment.
Or

•

Have learners make oral presentations on
how various speeds of vehicles (boats,
bikes, cars, busses, trucks or ATVs) affect
passengers/drivers in cases of accidents.

Retrieved from
http://www.powerinthelandscape.co.uk/water/water
_wheels.html
Can children build a simple water wheel?

•

Willingly work with others to
complete group activities.

Rubric for assignment/presentation:
- Identify the impact or effect of fast and slow
moving objects
- Accuracy of information
- Creativity
- Use of appropriate/correct vocabulary in oral
presentation
- Speak loudly and clearly, etc.
•

Complete and present an exit ticket based
on investigations and discussions. E.g.

A popular toy involves twisting an elastic with a
propeller on it. When we let the propeller go, it
turns quickly. Have students explain this system in
their own words using the terms potential energy
and kinetic energy.
(Your hand uses energy to twist the propeller, the
twisted elastic stores potential energy and when
you let the propeller go, you get energy of motion
i.e. kinetic energy.)

The potential energy of the water flowing is
converted to energy of motion - a wheel spinning at
a certain speed.
While wheels were common in the past, the energy
of falling water is now captured using a special
wheel called a turbine.
See hydropower video here: :
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q8HmRLCgDA
I (3:15 min)
- What is the difference between kinetic and
potential energies? (Kinetic energy is found
in objects that are in motion/moving while,
potential energy is found in objects that are
stationary or stored in objects.)
•

Ask learners to describe the movement of the
object as their partners push/roll the object
towards them.
Teacher can walk around and listen as
learners describe the movement of objects.

•

Use the Rally Robin cooperative group
strategy for learners to discuss a video on
energy transfer, e.g.
Video: Energy transfer through collisions
https://binged.it/2r8TJt1 (1:33 mins)
Teacher can reinforce the main points of the
discussions, e.g. energy is the ability to do
work. There are two main types of energy -

Kinetic energy and Potential energy. Energy
can be transferred from one object to another
and from one type to another, etc.
•

Retrieved from:
http://tcromietechanddesign.blogspot.com/2015/09/
rubber-band-powered-airplane.html
If you place a wide elastic band between your lips
and stretch it repeatedly you will notice another
type of energy. Ask students what that is likely to
be? (heat energy)
See also:
http://homephysics.blogspot.com/2009/12/einsteins
-big-idea-mechanical-and-heat.html
Have students watch Newton’s cradle here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8dgyPRA86K0
(4:33 min)

Have learners watch video based on the
game of cricket and take turn to talk about
the video(s) based on given questions, e.g.
- What did you observe in the video?
- Why was the ball moving fast and for long
distances?
- Who is the bigger six hitter?
- Why is he the bigger six hitter?
- What can you say about the speed of an
object to the energy it has?

Videos:
1. 40 runs off 20 balls
https://binged.it/36ImVY8 (4:49 mins)
OR
2. Who is the biggest six hitter?
https://binged.it/33qUHzh (5:27 mins)
3. Spin bowlers in cricket history
https://binged.it/2qsMZG8 (4:55mins)
Compared with
4. Fast and speedy bowlers in cricket history
https://binged.it/2WRa5lM (5:22mins)
Teacher can use videos and or pictures.
E.g. of pictures.

Ask students why the motion of balls in Newton’s
cradle doesn’t continue forever since you are
transferring kinetic energy between balls through
collisions. (Some energy is lost through heat of the
balls when they collide so eventually the energy
drops to zero and balls stop moving.)

OR
Play a short game of cricket, circle tennis, football
to demonstrate that the speed of an object is related
to the energy it possesses.
The same/similar questions (for videos or picture
study) can be used after or during the game.
•

Have learners work in small groups of 4 to
investigate the relationship between speed
and energy by launching a small object on a
wall with a slingshot.

Materials: rubber band/elastic, small forked stick
(fingers can be used as well), drinking straw,
eraser, cork, pebble, ball of play dough/clay, etc.
on a sheet of newspaper, cardboard newspaper/
cardboard, tape, ruler.
- Guide learners to make a slingshot using the
forked stick or thumb and index finger and rubber
band/elastic.
- Have each group mount and secure with tape, a

sheet of newspaper or cardboard on a section of the
exterior walls of the school building or fence.
- Have learners predict orally, what will happen
when they launch the object with the rubber band
stretched at the various lengths.
- Group members can take turns to stand
approximately 3 metres (10 ft.) from the wall to
stretch the rubber or elastic band and launch
(shoot) a small object such as drinking straw,
eraser, cork, pebble, ball of play dough/clay, and
etc. on the sheet of newspaper/cardboard on the
wall.
- For each trial the rubber or elastic band must be
stretched or pulled backwards for at least three
different lengths. Record observations in a table as
follows or similar:

Useful Content Knowledge for the Teacher about the Outcome:
•

Moving objects contain energy. The faster the object moves, the more energy it has. Energy can be moved from place to place by moving
objects, or through sound, light, or electrical currents. Energy can be converted from one form to another form.
• Energy can be transferred in various ways and between objects. E.g. Energy can be transferred when objects collide or rub against each other.
•

The faster an object moves the greater the impact on other objects when they interact.

Teacher can use the robot arm from the Pueblo Manual as a demonstration (teacher can have one model built for demonstration (to demonstrate that
energy can be moved from place to place even though it is a secondary science activity and this introduces the fundamental concept of robotics)
Energy and its conversion (potential to kinetic)
https://youtu.be/8kigSOCX01c (3:25 mins.)
Newtons Cradle (energy transfer) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8dgyPRA86K0 (4:33 min)
Rally Robin cooperative group learning strategy.
https://youtu.be/0_tSv5BqB3o (2:04 mins.)
Areas for Integration
• Language: Vocabulary, listening and speaking during presentations and discussions, representing the impact of the speed of objects on the
environment and passengers.
• Mathematics: Compare relative speeds of objects
• Social Studies: Relationship between the speed and energy of objects and the impact/effect on the environment and passengers
Inclusive Resources and Materials
Large/medium sized marbles, metal balls or rubber balls (even clay/plasticine balls could work) or toy vehicles (cars, trucks, vans, etc.) of similar
sizes. Plastic/paper/Styrofoam cup, clay, plasticine (play dough),

Science Curriculum
Grade 4
Purpose of the Subject: The study of Science encompasses knowledge, processes and values. A scientifically literate person will foster an attitude
of caring for our world as responsible citizens. Their decision making will be enhanced by a systematic study of the structure and behaviour of the
physical and natural world through observation and experiment.
Strand (Topic): Energy
Essential Learning Outcomes (ELO-2): Make observations to provide evidence that energy can be transferred from place to place by sound, light,
heat and electric currents.
Grade Level Guidelines: Students in kindergarten through fifth grade begin to develop an understanding of the four disciplinary core ideas:
physical sciences; life sciences; earth and space sciences; and engineering, technology, and applications of science. In the earlier grades, students
begin by recognising patterns and formulating answers to questions about the world around them. By the end of fifth grade, students are able to
demonstrate grade-appropriate proficiency in gathering, describing, and using information about the natural and designed world(s).
Specific Curriculum Outcomes: (SCO) Inclusive Assessment Strategies: (IAS)
Learners are expected to:
• Make journal entries of drawn pictures,
Knowledge
words, and sentences to identify the forms
of energy and their source(s).
• Define the following terms:
o Kinetic Energy
• Present completed graphic organizer with
o Potential Energy
information about the forms of energy e.g.
o Radiant Energy
source, use(s).
o Chemical Energy
o Thermal Energy
o Electrical Energy
o Solar power
o Hydropower
o Wind Power
o Tidal Power
o Nuclear Energy
•
•

Identify the forms of energy
(sound, light, heat, electricity).
Describe how energy can be
transferred from place to place

Or

Inclusive Learning Strategies: (ILS)
•

Have learners look around the classroom or
think of their home/community and make a list
of the different forms of energy they can
identify. Examples of energy may include
electrical energy that powers room appliances,
radiant energy from lights, thermal or heat
energy from bulbs, radios. Examples of
potential energy may be chemical energy
stored in calculator batteries, gravitational
energy in objects stored high on shelves,
mechanical energy stored in rubber bands
when stretched.
As an example of how energy is converted
from one form to another show students a
spring. Compress the spring and ask students
what type of energy the spring now has
(potential energy - ability to do work) Now ask
them what will happen when you let go of the

via sound, light, heat and electric
currents.

spring. As the spring moves ask them what
type of energy it now has? (energy of motionkinetic energy). Show one more example of a
hair dryer. Ask them how you can get heat
energy to dry your hair? (Plug it into the
electrical socket.) So electrical energy gets
converted to heat energy.

Skills
• Observe how energy changes
from one form to the next in
given devices.
•

Investigate how energy is
changed from one form to
another.

•

Classify the forms of energy as
kinetic and potential.

•

Communicate through drawing
and oral presentation ideas
concerning energy conversion.

Values
•

Display sensitivity and offer
assistance to peers who may have
physical or learning challenges
when conducting practical and
group work.

•

Work respectfully with others to
explore and complete other group
tasks.

• Willingly cooperate/participate
in charades to reinforce their
understanding of the forms of energy.

•

Present oral or written reports on
experiments to describe how energy is
transferred. (Rubric: Identify form of
energy being transferred; Describe how
energy is transferred (initial and final form);
State the conclusion of the experiment).

•

Complete flow chart to show how energy
changes forms e.g. energy change in a
mobile phone or other devices is familiar to
learners.

•

Provide each group with a collection of small
toys and gadgets, or photos of different items.
Prompt learners to discuss what different forms
of energy are needed for that item to function,
and how the energy changes forms: Examples
may include: a flashlight, television, (picture),
computer, a wind-up toy car, photo of a car, a
watch, yo-yo. Have each group present their
ideas to the class.

•

Engage learners in Game - ‘Energy Forms
Charades’ - Acting out Energy Forms to
reinforce forms of energy. Choose an open
area large enough to facilitate moving about.
Introduce the activity by telling learners, “In
order to learn a little bit about how energy
works in our lives, we are going to act out the
various forms of energy.” Explain that they
will be playing charades. The words in italics
are suggestions of what learners can do. They
can also be creative. Example:
- Kinetic Energy is energy in motion
(pretend to power walk).
-

Radiant Energy is the energy of
electromagnetic waves, or light, travelling

•
•

Work with others willingly to
share ideas and materials to
complete tasks.
Contribute and participate in
classroom discussions

Have learners develop similar flow charts for
different objects e.g. television, electric fan, radio,
washing machine, light bulb, candle etc.
•

Complete vocabulary sheet by writing the
form of energy that best suits the given
description. For example,

from the sun (splay fingers, pointing slightly
down and move your arms in a downward
wave motion, mimicking sunrays traveling
to Earth).
-

Thermal Energy is energy that is vibrating
due to heat (jiggle up and down slightly).
The hotter the matter gets, the faster it
moves (jiggle body up and down faster).

Have leaners build a pringle can solar cooker Note: Let learners come up with the design and
monitor the temperature of their hot dog before
and after - https://www.instructables.com/id/HotDog-Cooker-Solar-Oven/

Ask students why cars in countries nearer the
equator tend to be lighter colors? (Black or dark
cars absorb radiant energy and can be
uncomfortable unless air conditioning is available.)
Have the children divide into groups and make a
poster that explains the energy transfer in at least
two of the following energy sources:
a) Solar power
b) Hydropower
c) Wind Power
d) Tidal Power
e) Nuclear Energy
Rubric:
Explanation 50%
Drawing and Captions 50%

This strategy would help with the development of
critical thinking and design thinking.
Additional Activity: Microscience Manual
Activity 2.5
THE LAZY THIN WIRE
(should expansion and contraction as a result of
the addition and removal of heat be included here
(internal subject content linkage)
-

Electrical Energy is energy that involves
electrons moving through wires (put hands
at sides and shuffle fast a few paces, turn
and continue to shuffle, as if you are moving
inside a wire). Electrical energy is also
lightning! (Pose with your hand raised at a
diagonal, finger pointed up to the sky and
then point down across your body to the

ground. Repeat a few times. Think disco
dancing.)
-

Potential Energy is energy that is stored or
waiting (tap your foot and look at your
wrist).

-

Chemical Energy is energy stored in food
(pretend to pick up a treat and smack your
lips), in batteries (pretend to hold a battery
up examining it), in fossil fuels (squat into
a ball like a lump of coal), and in plants (feet
and legs together, arms out like leaves, head
arced to sunlight).

•

Have learners watch video: NOVA Energy
Lab/Using Energy/Energy Defined: "Not All
Forms
Are
the
Same”
(http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/labs/lab/ener
gy/1/2/ length 2:41). This video provides
additional background information about
energy, energy forms, and energy conversion.

•

Allow learners to work in groups to explore
how energy is transferred e.g. Facilitate the
following activities to measure how much light
energy is changed to heat energy by measuring
the changes in its temperature:
-

Separate the learners into small groups of 2
–4

Have the learners cut 2-inch squares of
approximately six coloured paper squares.

Make sure each group has the same
colours.
Have the learners predict which colours
will reflect the most light and which
colours will change the most light into heat
energy. Have the learners use crayons to
record their results on their lab sheet.
-

The learners should lay their coloured
papers on a piece of cardboard and let it
rest under a light source (sun). Make
certain that all of the papers are exposed to
the same amount of light. (See below)

-

Wait 30 minutes, and then have the
learners use their hands or cheeks to
organize the papers from least to greatest
temperatures.

-

Have the learners use crayons to record
their results on their lab sheet.

-

As a class, see if all of the groups agree
with the order. Discuss results.

•

Have learners explore how other substances
e.g. sand and soil convert light energy to heat
energy
-

Fill the plates to the same depth with the
dry soil or sand. Do the same with the rest
of the plates. Lay a thermometer on each
of the substances.

Allow the plates, soil/sand and
thermometer to rest in the sun source.
Have the learners predict which will reflect
the most light and which substance will
change the most light into heat energy.
Compare the readings on the different
thermometers. Then discuss the results.
(Example: The darker, dry soil should
absorb more heat. If the substance is wet,
the evaporation taking place will cool it as
well as any other substance)
•

As another extension, have the learners bring
in hats to school. They can then predict which
hats will change the most light energy to
heat energy and which will reflect the most
light. Have the learners touch the hats and put
them in order for coolest to warmest. This
should lead to a discussion of wise clothing
choices for a sunny day. (E.g. White and light
are the cooler colours on a hot sunny day.
Dark and black will warm us on a cool sunny
day.)

•

Have learners explore electricity by
completing the following activities: Primary
Micro science Experiences Manual
- Activity 3.18 Exploring Micro-electricity
pieces
Pages 111 – 113

•

Have learners explore the brightness of bulbs
by increasing and decreasing the number of
batteries/cells in circuits.

•

Allow learners to attach different materials to
circuits to determine whether they are
conductors or insulators. Record observations
in table.

Useful Content Knowledge for the Teacher about the Outcome:
• Energy - the ability to cause motion and change.
• Law of Conservation of Energy - Energy can never be created or destroyed; it can be converted/transferred from one form to another or from
one object to another. We say that the energy is conserved.
• Kinetic Energy is energy in motion.
• Potential Energy is energy that is stored or waiting
• All forms of energy can be classified as kinetic or potential
• Radiant Energy is the energy of electromagnetic waves, or light, traveling from the sun.
• Thermal Energy is energy that is vibrating due to heat
• Electrical Energy is energy that involves electrons moving through wires.
• Chemical Energy is energy stored in food, in batteries and in plants.
The Sciences
News Letter on:
How exactly does light transform into heat--for instance, when sunlight warms up a brick wall? I understand that electrons in the atoms in the wall
absorb the light, but how does that absorbed sunlight turn into thermal energy?
Retrieved from https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/how-exactly-does-light-tr/

Areas for Integration
• Language: Vocabulary – building word list and decoding new words relating to energy
• Mathematics: Sets: Classify objects based on the form of energy given off.
• Social Studies: Weather and climate – How variations in energy forms such as heat, light and wind help to determine the type of weather and
how do these affect people in the environment.
• Consider internal subject integration – link to expansion and contraction of objects as a result of the addition of heat energy and the
movement of particles due to the addition of heat
Inclusive Resources and Materials
• Anchor charts, pictures, different colour papers e.g. red, black, green, yellow, etc. soil, Primary Micro Science Experiences Manual

Science Curriculum
Grade 4
Purpose of the Subject: The study of Science encompasses knowledge, processes and values. A scientifically literate person will foster an attitude of
caring for our world as responsible citizens. Their decision making will be enhanced by a systematic study of the structure and behaviour of the
physical and natural world through observation and experiment.
Strand (Topic): Energy
Essential Learning Outcomes (ELO- 3): Ask questions and predict outcomes about the changes in energy that occur when objects collide.
Grade Level Guidelines: Students in kindergarten through fifth grade begin to develop an understanding of the four disciplinary core ideas: physical
sciences; life sciences; earth and space sciences; and engineering, technology, and applications of science. In the earlier grades, students begin by
recognising patterns and formulating answers to questions about the world around them. By the end of fifth grade, students are able to demonstrate
grade-appropriate proficiency in gathering, describing, and using information about the natural and designed world(s)
Specific Curriculum Outcomes
Learners are expected to:
Knowledge.
•

•

Define the terms:
o Energy
o Velocity
o Speed
o Momentum
o Mass
o Collision
o Potential Energy
o Kinetic Energy
o Energy transfer
o Stationary
Demonstrate an understanding that
energy is transferred from one
object to another when collision
takes place (when objects collide
or bump into each other).

Inclusive Assessment Strategies:
•

Present completed observation sheet on the
marble-cup experiment e.g.

Position marble
released from in cm

Inclusive Learning Strategies
•

Distance cup moved
in cm.

Explain that when objects come in contact
with each other, energy is transferred in one
way or another.
•

•

Plot and present a bar graph using the data
collected from the experiments. (Teacher
needs to assist learners in plotting the bar
graph.)
E.g. Distance cup moved against marble
position on ramp/size of marble/mass of
marble.

Allow learners to rub their hands together
slowly and then faster and state their
observations. E.g. heat and sound are
generated when two surfaces make contact
(rubbing)

Ask questions to help learners make
connections to previous knowledge, e.g.
(a) What are heat and sound classified as?
(Heat and sound are forms of energy.)
(b) What is energy? (Energy is the ability to
do work. (To make things happen.)
(c) What are some forms of energy? (Some
forms of energy are light, sound, and
heat.)

Review the Newton’s Cradle video and have
students recall why it eventually stops.

•

Explain that the amount of energy
transferred from one object to
another depends on its mass and
velocity (speed in a specified
direction)

Skills
•

Predict and investigate the energy
changes that take place when
objects collide.
.

•

Analyse and interpret data from
experiments.

•

Represent data in tables and bar
graphs and draw conclusions based
on investigations.

•

Effectively communicate results
and research information on
objects and collision.

• Answer strategic questions. Eg.
- What gets transferred during a collision?
(Energy)
- If an object moves faster, does it transfer more or
less energy? (It transfers more energy than if it
moves slower.)
- What if it gets heavier? (More energy will also
be transferred.)
- Give examples of collisions you experience/
observe in everyday life. (Bouncing a ball, playing
tennis, football, cricket, etc.)
•

Present completed report on experiment.
For example,

Newton’s Cradle (energy transfer)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8dgyPRA86K0
(4:33 min)
•

Display a marble on a desk and ask learners
questions e.g.

- What do you observe about the marble? (The
marble is stationary on the table.)
- What type of energy does it possess? (Potential)
- What will happen to the marble if it is pushed or
the desk suddenly moves? (The marble will start to
roll).
- What type of energy does it possess? (Kinetic)
•

In groups of 3-4 have learners conduct the
following activity to investigate the effects
of collision on objects.
-

Set up a ramp with the ruler and cups
with a hole big enough for the marbles
to roll through at the end of the ramp
(ruler).

-

Predict what will happen to the cup
when the marbles are released from
different position on the ruler.

Values
•

Display sensitivity and offer
assistance to peers who may have
physical or learning challenges
when conducting practical work.

•

Express the desire to gather
information and find answers about
energy and collision, exploring and
conducting simple experiments.

.

•

•

Willingly record observations
based on investigations carried out.

•

Work respectfully with others
while exploring energy transfer
when objects collide.

•

Develop an awareness of possible
preconceptions/misconception e.g.
(a) The faster an object is moving,
the more energy it can transfer.
(b) The heavier any object is, the
more energy it can transfer.

•

.

To act as stewards of the
environment, based on what they
know about the negative effects of
collision on the lives of animals and
humans.

-

Complete 321 Exit ticket.

•
•

Design a road safety poster for the bus
association/taxi service provider educating
the drivers that driving at a fast rate or
overloading the vehicle can cause
passengers to be greatly injured or die if
there is an accident (collision).

Release marbles of different sizes and
weight down the ramp at different
distances on the ruler (ramp) and make
observations by recording the distances
the cup would move each time a marble
hits it. (Learners are expected to notice
that when the marbles hit the cup, it will
slide or move.

Watching videos on collision of objects to
stimulate and generate discussion
Energy transfer and collision
https://binged.it/2WzL12M (1.33 mins.)
The teacher will ask a student to volunteer
to come to the front of the classroom. The
teacher will throw a bag of sand gently to
the student and then repeat tossing it with
more force. Ask the student the difference
in how it felt when he/she caught the
sandbag? (It impacted their hands/body with
more force) We say that the object had more
momentum because it was traveling faster.
Pose the following questions:
a) A truck travelling at 50 km/h or the
same truck traveling at 25 km/h run into
a telephone pole; which one will
probably sustain the most damage?
Which has more momentum? (the faster
truck)
b) A 2 tonne truck traveling at 25 km/h or
a ½ tonne car traveling at 25 km/h run
into a telephone pole; which one will

Rubric:
- Persuasive message
- Message relates to effect of velocity or mass
during collision/energy transfer
- Accuracy of information
- Creativity

probably sustain the most damage?
Which has more momentum? (the truck)

What does momentum seem to depend
upon? (Momentum depends on mass and
velocity)

•

Create a picture dictionary using new
vocabulary words.
Rubric:
- Accuracy of information
- Includes words based on topic
- Includes appropriate pictures/drawings
- Creativity
Have students answer these questions about the
following scenario.
When a 2 tonne truck runs into a ½ tonne car head
on and they are traveling at the same speed in
opposite directions.

Retrieved from:
https://www.chegg.com/homeworkhelp/questions-and-answers/car-mass-m-slidesfrictionless-ice-velocity-2v-collides-truck-mass2m-slide-ice-velocity-v-q18856270

1) If the two vehicles joined in the collision,
in what direction will the overall mass
travel? Account for your answer. (The
truck is heavier so the joined mass will
move to the left.)

What is momentum?
https://binged.it/2PDMrHU (4:32 mins.)
•

Strategic questioning with individual and
small groups on.
Before Videos.
(a) What is energy?
(b) Do moving objects have energy?
Why or Why not?
(c)Is a bat hitting a ball an example of a
collision? Why or Why not?
After video.
(a) True or false – only humans use energy.
(b) How is energy transferred from the bat
to the ball?
(c) What did you see in the video that
suggested energy is transferred by a
moving body?
(d) Does the boy fly back further when Dr.
Jeff’s mom runs faster? Why?

2) The front end of the vehicles will collapse
and absorb some of the energy of the
collision. What other energy will be lost?
(heat from the collision and the crumpling
of metal)
3) How do seat belts and air bags protect the
driver of the car? (They absorb some of the
energy-protect the driver because they also
have momentum moving forward.)
Useful Content Knowledge for the Teacher about the Outcome:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Energy is the ability to do work. (to make things happen)
Energy cannot be created nor destroyed when changed from one from to another.
Heat, light, sound, etc. are forms of energy.
Objects in motion have energy.
Momentum can be viewed as mass in motion. It is the product of the mass of the object and its velocity.
Momentum increases as the mass or the velocity of an object increases. (Remember velocity is the speed
of an object in a given direction.)
Increased velocity/speed of an object during a collision can have a greater effect than a slower object of
the same size. The effect can be change in motion or shape.
When objects collide, the energy transfers from one to the other.
The amount of energy transferred during a collision depends on the mass and velocity/speed of the moving object.

Areas for Integration
• Language: Participate in collaborative conversation with diverse partners about topic. Listening to others with care, speaking one at a
time about the topic, make picture dictionary with new vocabulary,
• Social Studies: Relationships:
• Mathematics: Measurement - measuring distance objects move before and after collision, plotting bar graph using experimental data
• TVET: Engineering
• Expressive Art: Create posters and picture dictionary
• Local example: waves crashing into the banks of a river/sea wall … discuss the energy in soil erosion/damage to sea defences (internal
subject integration which could be linked to natural disasters
Inclusive Resources and Materials
Large cups, marbles of various sizes and weight, two rulers each, wooden blocks, tables, charts, videos.

Science Curriculum
Grade 4
Purpose of the Subject: The study of Science encompasses knowledge, processes and values. Scientifically literate persons will foster an attitude of
caring for our world as responsible citizens. Their decision making will be enhanced by a systematic study of the structure and behaviour of the
physical and natural world through observation and experiment.
Strand (Topic): Energy
Essential Learning Outcomes (ELO- 4): Apply scientific ideas to design, test and refine a device that converts energy from one form to another
Grade Level Guidelines: Students in kindergarten through fifth grade begin to develop an understanding of the four disciplinary core ideas:
physical sciences; life sciences; earth and space sciences; and engineering, technology, and applications of science. In the earlier grades, students
begin by recognising patterns and formulating answers to questions about the world around them. By the end of fifth grade, students are able to
demonstrate grade-appropriate proficiency in gathering, describing, and using information about the natural and designed world(s)
Specific Curriculum Outcomes (SCO):
Inclusive Assessment Strategies (IAS):
Inclusive Learning Strategies (ILS):
Learners are expected to:
• Present orally and or in writing or drawing,
• For the purpose of reviewing, have
Knowledge
flow diagrams to show the energy
learners in small groups observe (actual
transformation in given devices or
devices) or study pictures showing
• Define the terms:
situations. E.g. A stationary ball being hit
devices that use electrical energy.
o Electricity
by a bat, riding a bicycle, fan, blender,
o Parallel circuit
solar panel, etc.
o Series circuit
o Conductor
• Complete worksheet on energy
o Insulator
transformation in given devices. E.g.
o Open circuit
o Closed circuit
•

Identify energy transfer in given
situations/devices in our homes and
the environment
(limited to four forms of energy)

•

Differentiate between parallel and
series circuits in terms of arrangement
of components and current flow.

•

Think-Pair-Share to answer questions
such as:
- What is each object used for?

Skills
•

Classify materials in the environment
as conductors and insulators of
electricity

•

Construct and draw parallel and series
circuits using appropriate materials
and symbols

•

Adopt the engineering design process

•

Investigate to determine the
similarities and differences between
series and parallel circuits and their
uses/application in everyday living

•

Investigate current, voltage and
resistance in circuits

•

Design and test a device that can
convert energy from one form to
another.

(The bulb and torch provide light for us
to see in the dark, the iron flattens our
clothes, etc.)
- What is common among the objects
seen in the picture?
(They all need energy/electricity to
work.)
- What form of energy can be observed
in each device when it is in use or
working?
(Iron-heat, bulb-light, fan-kinetic, radiosound, toy/robot-kinetic, etc.)
- Where does the energy observed in the
devices come from?
(Battery, electricity)
- Which devices require direct electricity
to work?
(iron, bulb, radio, fan)
- Which devices require batteries to
work?
(radio, cellphone, robot, torch light)
- What form of energy is stored in the
battery? (chemical/potential)
- What happens to the electrical or
chemical/potential energy, in the
devices?
(The electrical or chemical/potential
energy is changed to other forms of
energy) (not lost or destroyed)
- Show how the electrical or chemical/
potential energy is transformed/
transferred

•

Record observations made when
investigating the electrical conductivity of
materials and classify them as conductors
and insulators.
For example

Values
•

Use scientific inquiry and engineering
design processes to solve problems
involving energy transformation

•

Express the desire to find answers by
exploring and conducting simple
investigations

•

Make a T-Chart to show the classification
of materials as electrical conductors and
insulators.
T - Chart

•

Providw learners with other
opportunities to identify energy
transformation in other devices, e.g.

•

Show concern for their safety and that
of others when constructing and
handling electrical circuits or devices

•

Ensure that all instructions given are
followed

•

Work respectfully with others while in
groups conducting investigations.

•

•

•

Display sensitivity and offer assistance
to peers who may have physical or
learning challenges when conducting
practical and group work
•

Display of circuits constructed in small
groups.
Rubric for assessment:
- Use of appropriate materials
- correct arrangement of components for
parallel and series circuits
- creativity
Microscience Activity 4.11 – Is it a good
or a bad Conductor can be used here . Note
to teachers: You can use a microscience
activity as a learning strategy as well as an
assessment strategy (which helps you
identify if learners have development
certain targeted science process skills

•

Use circuit symbols to draw/ represent
series and parallel circuits. E.g.

•

Compare and contrast Series and Parallel
circuits in writing or orally. For example:

arrow and bow, bicycle, solar panel,
blender, car, etc.
Example of energy transformation in the bulb:
Electrical

Light

Heat

Example of energy transformation in the radio
which uses batteries:
Chemical/ potential
Sound
•

Electrical

Heat

Brainstorming the definition of
electricity. Questions:
- What may happen if a person touches
an exposed electrical wire?
(He/she may get shocked and die?
Explain how that happens)
(Electricity will flow through him/her.)
- What is electricity?
(The flow or movement of electrons/
negative charges from one place to
another.)
- What special name is given to the
device in which it flows?
(Electrical circuit)
- What special name is given to the
materials that make up an electrical
circuit? Why?
(Conductors - They allow electricity to
flow through them)
What name is given to materials that do
not allow electricity to flow through

them? (Insulators/non-conductors of
electricity)
Explain to learners that electricity is a flow of
electrons/negative charges in a complete
circuit/path; conductors have free or mobile
electron in their atoms that can flow while
insulators do not have free or mobile electrons
in their atoms.
•

OR
•

Guide learners in building a series
circuit (with light bulb as indicator, 2
AA batteries and wire) to investigate and
classify materials as conductors and
insulators. The material investigated will
be used to complete the circuit. For
example,

Complete and present an exit ticket based
on circuits. E.g.

NB. The microscience kit has components that
can be used to build the circuit and test
conductivity of materials.
See manual Page: 171 for ideas to build circuit.
-

•

Complete and present a worksheet with
new vocabulary words. E.g.

Activity 3.19 Lighten up, Predict and
Explore
Pages 114 – 115

•

Investigate to compare and contrast
parallel and series circuits. (Investigate in
relation to arrangement of components, flow of
free current, effects of adding and removing of
bulb(s) (resistance), effects of increasing and
decreasing cells/ batteries (voltage), etc.)

Also see Primary micro-science manual for
additional activities. E.g.
- Activity 4.28 Light bulbs in series, pg. 173-174
- Activity 4.29 Light bulbs in parallel, pg. 175-176

•

Answer strategic questions, e.g.
- Why are the wires in an electric circuit
made of metal? (Metals are very good
conductors of electricity.)
- Why is there usually a plastic coating
around the metal wires in an electric
circuit? (Plastics are insulators which can
prevent electric shocks when dealing with
circuits.)
- If you add an extra battery or bulb to a
series/parallel circuit, what will happen to
the brightness of the bulbs? (The
brightness of the bulbs will decrease due to
increased resistance.)
- Why is it useful to have switches in an
electric circuit? (Switches control the flow
of current in a circuit therefore by
switching on or off one can control or
decide when it flows.)
Explain why electricians wear thick rubber
gloves when they are working on electric
wires. (Rubber is also a good insulator and

•

•

Represent (drawing) circuits using
appropriate circuit symbols. E.g.

Allow learners to use their knowledge of
electricity, circuits and their construction
to create a device that can transfer one
form of energy to another.
Each group can be given different sets of
materials to construct a device.
Also, two or three groups can be given the same
set of materials to construct their devices.

would prevent the electrician from getting
electrocuted when working.)
- Why are our homes and public buildings
wired in parallel? (We can conserve on
electricity by switching off components or
appliances/devices when not in use.
Switching off components or appliances/
devices in one area will not hinder others
from working.)
•

•

Present a completed engineering design
worksheet based on the device.
Rubric:
- All sections completed
- Correct/appropriate information in each
section
- Answer questions orally based on the
worksheet, e.g. Why did the group decide
to make a ____?
Conduct a mini-fair for learners to present
and test their devices which convert energy
from one form to another.
Rubric:
- A device created/presented
- Device made using series or parallel
circuit
- Device can transform one for of energy to
another form or two? Or Is the device
workable?
- Creativity
- evidence of group effort
- Answer questions orally based on the
device, e.g. What are the first and last
forms of energy transformation?

Complete an engineering design worksheet. E.g.

Retrieved from:
https://www.washoeschools.net/Page/9722
Example 1
Make a mini torchlight (with small bulb, 2 AA/
12V batteries, cardboard/plastic bottle/popsicle
sticks, glue, wires, tape, etc.)

E.g. 2

Example 2
Make a mini fan (with plastic bottle, motor.
2AA/ 12V batteries, wire, glue, tape, popsicle
sticks, etc.)

Example 3
Make a mini car/truck (with plastic bottle caps,
12V battery, motor, clue, popsicle sticks.
Toothpicks/pointer from coconut or awara
leaves, rubber band, can, cardboard, etc.)

Teacher can use the Pueblo Robot car as
demonstration also (if available)
Example 4
Make an electric brush (with toothbrush/clothes
brush, motor, tape, glue, AA batteries, etc.)

Useful Content Knowledge for the Teacher about the Outcome:
• Devices/tools/machines used in everyday life require one form of energy or another to work. Energy is the ability to do work.
• The energy required is often converted to one or more forms of energy, e.g. a light bulb requires electrical energy to work but the electrical
energy is converted to light and heat energies.
• Energy is not lost in devices but is converted/transformed.
• The Law of conservation of energy states that Energy cannot be created or destroyed but can be transformed/converted from one form
to another.
• Electricity is a form of energy, a flow of electrons in a circuit. Most appliances in our homes require electricity to work and the electricity is
usually converted to other forms.
• Circuits are made up of conductors such as metals which allow electricity to flow through them. They also contain insulators which prevent
electric shock.
• There are two types of simple circuits: Series circuit and Parallel circuit.
• Series circuits have only one path for electricity to flow and the components are arranged one after the other in a single loop.
• Parallel circuits have more than one path for electricity to flow and the components are arranged in interconnecting loops.
• Increasing or decreasing the number of batteries in a circuit changes the amount of energy or voltage which is the force that pushes electrons to
flow.
• Increasing or decreasing components in circuits (such as bulbs, motors) changes the resistance which is the ability to hinder the flow of
electricity.
Videos:
• Science for Kids: Energy transformation https://binged.it/36o2U97 (5:46 mins.)
• 7 Amazing homemade gadgets that will blow your mind (6:06 mins.)
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?view=detail&mid=652B22C9B012B6BA287C652B22C9B012B6BA287C&shtp=GetUrl&shid=ac4615fd-e0914923-bc76-c213273aa6ec&shtk=NyBBTUFaSU5HIEhPTUVNQURFIEdBREdFVFMgVEhBVCBXSUxMI
7 AMAZIN G H OMEM ADE GADGETS THAT WILL BLOW YOUR MIND

•

How to make a mini car. https://youtu.be/sCIkn9P60FA (3:14 mins)

Areas for Integration
• Language: Oral and written expression, comparing and contrasting, vocabulary based on energy conversion, electricity, etc.
• Mathematics: Measuring, sorting, classifying, and adding and subtracting components in circuits.
• TVET: Planning, designing and constructing a device which converts energy from one form to another

Inclusive Resources and Materials: Picture(s) of or real devices that involve energy transformation, materials to construct circuits (wire, bulbs,
motors, paperclips, batteries, etc.), materials to test conductivity (paper, plastic, metals, glass, wood, water, cloth, rubber, etc.), materials to make
devices (cardboard, cups, bottles, bottle caps, brushes, motors, etc.), ball, arrow and bow, etc.

Science Curriculum
Grade 4
Purpose of the Subject: The study of Science encompasses knowledge, processes and values. A scientifically literate person will foster an attitude of
caring for our world as responsible citizens. Their decision making will be enhanced by a systematic study of the structure and behaviour of the
physical and natural world through observation and experiment.
Strand (Topic): Energy
Essential Learning Outcomes (ELO-5): Obtain and combine information to describe that energy and fuels are derived from natural resources and that
their uses affect the environment.
Grade Level Guidelines: Students in kindergarten through fifth grade begin to develop an understanding of the four disciplinary core ideas:
physical sciences; life sciences; earth and space sciences; and engineering, technology, and applications of science. In the earlier grades, students
begin by recognising patterns and formulating answers to questions about the world around them. By the end of fifth grade, students are able to
demonstrate grade-appropriate proficiency in gathering, describing, and using information about the natural and designed world(s)
Specific Curriculum Outcomes (SCO):
Pupils are expected to:
Knowledge
•

Identify some sources of energy.

•

Classify sources of energy as
renewable and non-renewable energy
resources.

•

Explain how energy sources address
human energy needs.

•

Explain the positive and negative
environmental effects of using a given
energy source.

•

Identify ways of protecting the
environment by conserving energy.

Inclusive Assessment Strategies (IAS):
•

Inclusive Learning Strategies (ILS):
•

Present concept web of energy sources. To
be assessed by rubric: Areas for
assessment - identified natural energy
sources, accurate information about each
energy source, creativity.
Example 1

Read the story “What would we do
without the Sun?” from the book
NELSON’S Key Reader 4 pg. 94-99.
Then ask questions:
- What is a fuel? (Any substance
which produces energy when burnt)
- Why do humans use fuels? (Humans
use fuels to power machines)
- What fuels are often used by people?
(gas and coal)
- What is electricity used for? (to
cook, play radios and television)
- What sources of energy are
mentioned in the story? (oil and gas,
coal, solar energy) N.B Teacher
should focus discussions on the
natural source of energy. Highlight

•

Demonstrate an understanding of the
role of technology in the use of
energy.

•

Skills
•

Investigate effects of the use of energy
resources on the environment.

•

Plan how to reduce negative
environmental effects when using
energy sources.

•

Express desire to find answers on
energy sources through exploring.

•

Willingly work with others, regardless
of their age, their gender or physical or
cultural characteristics.

•

Observe environmental effects of
energy sources.

•

Communicate orally information on
energy resources and environmental
effects of using that energy source.

•

Create a model of a renewable energy
source e.g. solar panel, wind turbine,
hydroelectric dam.

Present concept map showing
classification of energy sources. To be
assessed by rubric: Identified types of
energy sources correctly; classified
examples of energy sources, creativity
Example 2

•

•

how oil and gas and coal are formed
as explained in the story.
Have learners observe pictures of
sources of energy and discuss how they
are used, their properties and group them
as renewable and non-renewable.
Give definitions of renewable versus
non-renewable energy sources

.

•

Oral presentation by Based Groups on:
sources of energy; their uses and
classification and activity that would be
affected in the absence of the energy
source.
N.B Each group could present on an
energy source of their choice. Areas for
assessment: explain attributes of energy
source; correctly classified energy source;
identify use of energy source and activities
that would be affected in its absence.

•

Have learners create a concept map of
the sources of energy (see concept map
Example 1 in assessment strategy).

•

Have learners participate in Based Group
discussion on what life would be like
without the use of energy/sources. What
activities would be affected?

•

Have learners create a concept map of
how the use of energy and fuels such as
coal mining affects the air, land, and
water (see concept map Example 2 in
assessment strategy).

•

Investigation using chocolate chip
cookies (make and use similar model

•

Values
•

Willingly suggest how we can protect
the environment.

•

Look beyond the immediate effects of
energy sources and identify its effects
on others and the environment.

•

Keep work area clean and uncluttered,
with only appropriate materials
present.

•

Willingly contribute to group activity
including class discussions.
Display sensitivity and offer assistance
to peers who may have physical or
learning challenges when conducting
practical and group work

•

with plasticine or clay) as a model for
what happens to the environment when
fossil fuels are removed.
Learners will remove chocolate chips
with toothpicks and observe what
happens to the environment. Based on
their initial mining operation, they devise
a plan to make more money while
minimising destruction to the
environment when removing chips.
Students repeat mining the chips and
fines are assessed for breaking the
cookie which simulates damage to the
environment. N.B Let learners work in
groups. Highlight that the cookie
represent the environment, the chocolate
chips represent fossil fuels such as coal,
oil and natural gas.
Example:

Presentation (oral/written) of plan devised
to remove fossil fuel (chocolate chips)
from the environment (cookie) and the
chocolate chip cookie before and after
plan. Plan should contain a description of
the problem, possible solution and an
outline of the solution (materials and
sketches). To be assessed by rubric:
4 Points – Exceptionally accurate
3 Points – Adequately accurate
2 Points – Somewhat accurate
1 Point – Insufficiently accurate
0 Points – Not attempted

Scoring Criteria
Described the problem to be
solved.
Did research to find out
needed information
Brainstormed list of ideas
that might solve problem.
Outlined solution to
problem
Appearance of chocolate
chip cookie is improved as
compared to cookie before
applying plan.
Explained how removal of
fossil fuel affects the
environment.

0-4
0 1 2 3 4
0 1 2 3 4
0 1 2 3 4
0 1 2 3 4
0 1 2 3 4

0 1 2 3 4

•

Have learners explore what happens to
an environment when a dam is
constructed in a river to hold back or
harbour water. Allow them to discuss
various designs for dams. Then give the
activity sheets with the “Design a Dam

•

Challenge” and they use the engineering
process to design and construct model
dams. N.B Let each group create a
different design.

Present models of dams constructed and
report on how it affects the environment.
To be assessed by rubric:
4 Points – Exceptionally accurate
3 Points – adequately accurate
2 Points – Somewhat accurate
1 Point – Insufficiently accurate
0 Points – Not attempted

Scoring Criteria
Creativity
Discuss various designs of
dams
State how it works
Identify effects on the
environment

0-4
0 1 2 3 4
0 1 2 3 4
0 1 2 3 4
0 1 2 3 4

•

Make a journal entry on the effects of the
use of energy on the environment.
Areas for assessment: correctly represent
fumes from energy use and the
environment; effects on the environment;
accuracy of information; creativity.

•

Play game - Bingo to identify activities
that conserve energy to protect the
environment and that can harm the
environment. Present and display Bingo
ticket and identify the activities observed
in the community.

•

Discuss how the water harboured can be
used to provide energy (hydroelectricity)
Ask students what the potential
disadvantages are of diversion of
waterways for hydropower. (e.g.
disturbing arable lands, disturbing
sources of irrigation, disturbing wildlife
and marine animals, affecting
indigenous ways of life)
Learners participate in investigation with
different coloured liquids. Each liquid
represents an energy source or activity
e.g. red - travelling in a motor vehicle,
yellow - cooking with electricity, blue watching television for long hours and
water for the air. Let learners pour the

•

coloured liquids into the water based on
the activity they performed or observed
on the day of the investigation or the day
before. Then have learners report the
effects of energy use on the air/
environment.

Present observation sheet after
participating in Energy Conservation
monitor activity.

•
-

•

•

Submitted scrap book with pictures of the
technology used to generate energy.
Pictures could include those made from
earlier and modern designs or various
designs. E.g. solar panels, windmills and
dams. Areas to be assessed: creativity,
identified technology, state role of
technology.
Let each group create a model of one form
of technology used to provide or use
energy to be assessed by rubric:
4 Points – Exceptionally accurate
3 Points – adequately accurate
2 Points – Somewhat accurate
1 Point – Insufficiently accurate
0 Points – Not attempted

-

Have learners play a game of Bingo.
Take learners on trip around the
community.
Everyone playing should be given
his/her own bingo card.
Whenever they see something in the
community that is on their card, they
should mark it off.
The middle square is a free square.
The first player to get five in a row
(across, up, down or diagonal) must
shout bingo.
The first player to shout bingo wins.
Then have learners discuss how much of
the activities on their ticket is occurring
in their community and what positive
and negative effects they will have on
the environment.
Learners could also take the tickets home
and use it as an observation sheet.

For example:
Scoring Criteria
Appearance of model
Identified form of
technology
Identified uses/roles
Creativity
•

0-4
0 1 2 3 4
0 1 2 3 4
0 1 2 3 4
0 1 2 3 4

Participate in Rally robin activity, where
learners take turns generating questions
and responses on energy sources, then
complete Self-evaluation sheet.

•

•

•

Assign each learner as the energy
conservation monitor for their family.
Have them observe and record energy
wasting activities in their homes and
perform corrective measures. Then have
learners report on their observations to
the class.
In addition, the teacher can look at
energy conservation at school. Examples
are taps left running, lights left on, etc.
Have discussion on linkage to fossilbased generation of energy
Have learners compile a scrap book of
the technology used to generate energy
and/or create a model of a form of
technology that is used to produce

•

Write a letter to a friend explaining to him
or her, the positive and negative effects of
energy on the environment and how to
protect the environment against the
negative effects.
Areas for assessment: identified effects on
the environment: explained how to protect
the environment and gave reason(s).
Have students participate in a role play with
members of the community represented around the
question of whether hydropower is a good choice
for regional development. (Players may include
manual labourer, fisher, mayor, engineer,
environmentalist, company owner, local store
owner, local hotel owner)

energy e.g. solar panel, wind turbine,
dam.
•

Have learners conduct research to prove
they can obtain and combine information
on:
- energy and fuels come from natural
resources
- how the use of energy affects both
themselves and the environment.

Useful Content Knowledge for the Teacher about the Outcome:
•

Some sources of energy are as follows: Fossil fuels, nuclear energy, solar energy, biomass energy, hydroelectric energy, wave energy,
geothermal energy, wind energy, tidal energy and hydrogen energy.

•

Attributes of sources of energy:
- Solar energy - is obtained from the sun. Solar panels are placed in large open areas
to be exposed to the sun. Some areas of the world do not get enough sun to capitalise
on this energy source.
-

Wind energy - uses large turbines to take available wind as the power to turn, the
turbine then turn a generator to produce electricity. The establishment of wind farms
has ecological impacts.

-

Geothermal energy - is high temperatures that are produced within the Earth’s crust.
The steam produced is captured and used to turn turbines which power generator.
This source is safe for the environment.

-

Hydrogen energy - Hydrogen is contained in water. Once it is separated it can be
used as a fuel to generate electricity.

-

Tidal energy - uses the rise and fall of the tides to convert kinetic energy of incoming
and outgoing tides into electrical energy.

-

Wave energy - is produced from the waves that are produced in the oceans. It causes
no harm to the atmosphere but, can damage the marine environment.

-

Hydroelectric energy - the power of water is used to turn generators to produce electricity.
Has impact on the aquatic environment

-

Nuclear energy - the energy is created through a specific nuclear reaction, which is then
collected and used to power generators. This source produces large amounts of waste.

-

Fossil fuels - produce energy when burnt. They cause pollution and destruction to the
environment.

-

Biomass energy - is produced from organic materials, such as crops, plants, trees and animal waste.
This type of energy produces large amounts of carbon dioxide into the atmosphere.

•

All energy sources are classified as renewable and non-renewable.
- Renewable energy sources will not be depleted when used e.g. solar energy, wind energy, hydrogen energy, hydroelectric energy
geothermal energy tidal energy and wave energy.
- Non-renewable energy sources will be depleted when used e.g. fossil fuels and nuclear energy.

•

The environment can be protected by conserving energy and using environmentally friendly energy sources e.g. recycling, reusing and
reducing, turning off lights when not in use, carpooling, using the bus, cycling, walking short distances, etc.

Areas for Integration
• Language: Reading- reading the story “What would we do without the sun?” and composition they wrote. Comprehension - answering
questions and discussing story “What would we do without the sun?” Writing - write a letter to a friend on energy source.

•
•
•
•
•

Social Studies: Place - learners will be aware of how to protect their environment from the harmful effects of energy sources.
HFLE: Managing the environment - Air pollution pg.24 of Grade 4 HFLE Curriculum Learners will be aware of Air pollution its effects
and how it is caused.
Mathematics: Sets grouping energy sources. Graphs - plotting and interpreting graphs on use of energy.
Creative Art: Creating models and concept maps on Energy sources.
TVET: Being aware of the use of technology to generate energy and protect the environment.

Inclusive Resources and Materials
Reading book: NELSON’S Key Reader 4 pg. 94-99. Chocolate chip cookies/clay cookies with pebbles, pictures, bingo cards, materials to make
models and scrap book (cardboard, Styrofoam, paper, crayons, markers, paste, tape, corks, bottles, cups, clay, play dough, etc.)

Science Curriculum
Grade 4
Purpose of the Subject: The study of Science encompasses knowledge, processes and values. A scientifically literate person will foster an
attitude of caring for our world as responsible citizens. Their decision making will be enhanced by a systematic study of the structure and
behavior of the physical and natural world through observation and experiment.
Strand (Topic): Waves: Waves and information
Essential Learning Outcomes (ELO – 1): Develop a model of waves to describe patterns in terms of amplitude and wavelength and that waves
can cause objects to move.
Grade Level Guidelines: Learners in kindergarten through fifth grade begin to develop an understanding of the four disciplinary core ideas;
physical science: earth and space science; and engineering, technology, and applications of science. In the earlier grades, learners begin by
recognising patterns and formulating answers to questions about the world around them. By the end of the fifth grade, learners are able to
demonstrate grade-appropriate proficiency in gathering, describing and using information about the natural and designed world(s) observable
Specific Curriculum Outcomes (SCO):
Inclusive Assessment Strategies (IAS):
Inclusive Learning Strategies (ILS):
Pupils are expected to:
• Presentation of notebooks.
Rubric: - definition of wave in own
Knowledge
words, correctness of definition, etc.
• Class discussion: Teacher asks
learners to state in their own words
what is a wave? Have you ever seen
• Give examples of how waves can be
• Define the terms:
a crowd doing a wave? NB. If
produced/formed e.g.
o Amplitude
learners answer yes, let them
- Plucking guitar strings
o Wavelength
demonstrate a wave or use hands to
- Speaking on a microphone
o Frequency
demonstrate a wave motion
- Creating waves in water
o Crest
- Have learners watch one or all
- Waving a string
o Trough
- Beating a drum
of the following:
o Transverse Wave
Flashing a light
(1) Wave on a string (PhET
o Longitudinal Wave
simulation – set to oscillate in
• Complete a concept map based on the
slow motion)
types of waves, e.g.
• Demonstrate an understanding of
https://phet.colorado.edu/en/sim
waves, how they are formed and
ulation/wave-on-a-string or
how they travel
•

Recognise that a relationship exists
among amplitude, frequency and
wavelength

https://phet.colorado.edu/sims/ht
ml/waves-intro/latest/wavesintro_en.html

•

Describe how waves can cause
objects to move.

•

Skills
•

Draw to show the difference
between the two types of waves

Present journal entry on parts of the
wave.
Areas for assessment: drawings of the
different waves formed in bottle
correctly, identified parts of the waves,
explain how amplitude, wavelength, the
frequency differs in the drawings.

(2) Wave made by people.
https://youtu.be/WpYOwxhSuC
4 (0.22 mins.) Then have
learners demonstrate a wave.

•

Create a model to describe waves,
amplitude and wavelength.

•

Investigate the properties of waves
and how waves can cause objects to
move.

•

Observe how waves cause objects
to move.

•

Communicate effectively
information on waves and the
properties of waves.

•

Use space time relationships to
identify how waves cause objects to
move.

•

Oral presentation- each group present on
their drawings and observations.
Areas for assessment: different waves
formed in bottle, correctly identify parts
of the waves, explain how amplitude,
wavelength and frequency differs in the
drawings.

•

Produce model of waves and identify the
parts.
Areas for assessment: correctly identify
parts of the wave, accuracy of models
and describe the amplitude and the
wavelength of the wave formed.

•

Complete a Frayer model to assess
understanding of the terms: waves, crest,
trough, amplitude wavelength and
frequency.

Values
•
•

Express desire to find answers on
waves through exploring.
Willingly work with others,
regardless of their age, their gender
or physical or cultural
characteristics.

•

Play game: Pass the Ball - Learners sit in
a circle and use a ball to pass around the
circle. The person with the ball will
explain or state the meaning of the word
listed on the card. The terms on the card
are: wave, crest, trough, transverse

OR
Have a large container of water
and drop a rock in it.
The teacher should ask students
to describe the shape of a wave
and draw a picture on the board.
The teacher should emphasize
their description of the height
(and refer to the word
Amplitude) The teacher should
emphasise their description of
how long the wave is (and refer
to the word Wavelength). Draw
two waves one with a high
frequency and one with a low
frequency and have learners
simulate it with a skipping rope.
Refer to the word Frequency in
describing the difference in
these waves. (refer to Useful
Content knowledge below)

Then teacher should use learners’
ideas about waves and explain what
a wave is and have them record the
definition in their notebooks.
Teacher should demonstrate
transverse and longitudinal waves
using a skipping rope or Slinky®

•

•

Keep work area clean and
uncluttered, with only appropriate
materials present.

waves, longitudinal waves, amplitude,
wavelength and frequency.
•

Think-Pair-Share activity on how waves
can cause objects to move.
Teacher walks around and listens to
learners as they share ideas. Evaluate
learners as they highlight that waves
cause objects to move, waves transfer
energy and more energy results in
increased movement

•

Create a collaboration board where each
learner will place a note on the board to
answer a question or complete a
statement on waves; for example. how do
waves cause objects to move? I know
this because__________.
Teacher evaluates statement based on
accuracy.

Willingly contribute to group
activity.

A collaboration Board

Ask the students the difference
between the wave motions and then
assign the terms transverse and
longitudinal.

Retrieved from:
https://www.physicsclassroom.com/Class/wav
es/u10l1c.cfm
•

.
Have learners visit various stations
(prepared by the teacher) to
observe and/or record findings in
their notebooks
(Learners should make short notes
or drawings about the waves at
each station)
Then teacher should have class
discussion to identify the types of
waves and describe them.
-

Station 1 should have a large
container with water and a rock.
At this station learners will
place rock in water to observe
the waves formed.

•

Have learners participate in a Numbered
Heads Together activity. Where the
teammates stand and discuss a question
posed by the teacher. When they are sure
each member knows the answer they will
sit. The number of a team member will
be called randomly, and that member will
share the answer.

•

Have learners assess each other based on
group activities; for example,

•

Retrieved from:
https://reflectionsofeducator.wordpress.com/2012/12/
04/icollaborate-making-the-most-of-collaborativelearning-in-an-ipad-classroom/

-

Station 2 would have a slinky
and a broomstick (meter stick or
any stick available). Have
learners connect the slinky onto
the broomstick and stretch it out
a bit. Learners hold the
broomstick horizontally, as
steadily as possible, or secure
the ends of the broomstick on
desks or chairs. Holding one
end of the slinky still, have one
of the learners jerk the other end
of the slinky forward and back
along the broomstick as quickly
as possible to observe the wave
formed.

-

Station 3 would have a small
rope or slinky. Learners should
make waves with the rope.

As a small group activity, give each
group a large bottle (2 litres) and
have them fill it half way with
water, then cover the bottle tightly
to prevent leaks. Have learners
shake bottle to form waves. They
should take turns shaking bottle a
little faster each time and draw the
wave formed. N.B. (Assign task to
each member of the group e.g.
whilst one shake the other will
record notes and make drawings.)
(Learners can video tape whist shaking the
bottle, so they can view video to make
their observation of waves)

When we use loudspeakers to create sound, the
waves leave the speaker in waves. Bass sounds
tend to be low frequency whereas high pitch
sounds tend to be high frequency.
Looking at the diagram, have learners explain
what will happen to the wave shape for high and
low frequencies.
Retrieved from:
https://www.teachengineering.org/activities/view/cub
_energy2_lesson05_activity4

And/Or
Use Wave on a string (PhET simulation – set
to oscillate in slow motion) to demonstrate and
investigate parts of a wave and the relationship
that exists among amplitude, wavelength and
frequency.
https://phet.colorado.edu/en/sim
ulation/wave-on-a-string or
https://phet.colorado.edu/sims/ht
ml/waves-intro/latest/wavesintro_en.html

Answer

-

•

Then guide learners to establish
that the more energy results in
higher amplitude and how
wavelength and frequency are
also affected. Have learners
record in a journal.

Then have whole group discussion
on: the shape of the waves, how the
waves differ based on the speed of
shaking.
- Use samples of learners
drawings, to identify the parts
of the wave e.g. crest, trough,
amplitude and wavelength.
- Have learners describe, using
new vocabulary, how the parts
of the waves are different in
each in each drawing.

•

Have learners use wire, rope, slinky
or strings to make a model to
demonstrate waves and parts of a
wave. (Learners could work in
groups of three)
- Teacher could use the models
produced to highlight how the
properties of the waves are
different. Compare the patterns
of the waves to describe the
amplitude and wavelength

•

Conduct a field trip to a river, lake,
beach, seawall or a body of water
with waves to investigate how
objects move due to the energy of
waves.
OR
As a small group activity, give each
group a large bottle and have them
fill it halfway with water. Place a
piece of cork or a similar object that
can float. Cover the bottle tightly to
prevent leaks. Then take turns
shaking the bottle, gradually
increased the speed of shaking.
Record the observations made
- Then have discussion based on:
- what causes the cork to move,
- how the movement changes
with the speed of shaking
- and that waves transfer energy.

•

•

Have learners participate in activity
to investigate how waves move
objects. Place a large container of
water on a desk. Place a piece of
cork in the water. Let learners
record their observation in their
notebook. Then let learners drop a
rock into the water and record
observations. Teacher should ask
learners questions:
1) What did you observe about the
cork before dropping rock into
water? (The cork did not move)
2) What happened to the cork after
dropping the rock into the water?
(The cork moved)
3) Why did the cork move? (The
waves created by the rock,
transferred energy to the cork
resulting in it moving)
4) What do you think would happen
if a larger rock was dropped into the
water?

•

Have learners participate in ThinkPair-Share activity on how waves
cause objects to move

Useful Content Knowledge for the Teacher about the Outcome:
• Wave is a disturbance that moves/ travels through empty space or matter.
• Waves are the way energy moves from place to place.
• Waves come from vibrating particles and are made up of vibrating particles.
• The types of waves are: transverse waves, longitudinal waves and electromagnetic waves.
• Transverse wave is a wave in which the medium vibrates at right angles to the direction of its propagation, (movement e.g. light waves.
• Longitudinal wave is a wave in which the medium vibrates in the direction of propagation (movement), e.g. sound waves.
• The parts of a wave are: Crest, trough, amplitude, wavelength

•
•
•
•
•
•

- crest is the maximum or highest point of a wave
- trough is the minimum or lowest point of a wave
- amplitude is the distance from the rest to the crest or trough
- wavelength is the distance between two successive crests or trough
Frequency is the number of waves that passes a fixed point in a given amount of time.
The higher the amplitude the higher the higher the wave.
The higher the amplitude the higher the energy of the wave.
As frequency increases wavelength decreases, as frequency decreases wavelength increases.
As frequency increases amplitude decreases which affects the loudness of sounds.
Waves can cause objects to move. Waves transfer energy to objects causing them to move.

Areas for Integration
Mathematics: Patterns - where learners form patterns from waves.
Expressive Arts: making models by drawing waves.
Literacy: Vocabulary – Learners learn and use new vocabulary e.g. crest, trough, amplitude, wavelength etc. Speaking- Learners present
information orally on waves.
TVET: Recognise that various devices around us use waves e.g. cellular phones, microphones, television etc.
Inclusive Resources and Materials:
The use of multisensory approaches to assist all learners.
Bottles, containers, broomstick, rope, Slinky® springs, water, rock, cork/Styrofoam/leaf, string, wire, white paper, crayon, post it pads,

Science Curriculum
Grade 4
Purpose of the Subject: The study of Science encompasses knowledge, processes and values. A scientifically literate person will foster an
attitude of caring for our world as responsible citizens. Their decision making will be enhanced by a systematic study of the structure and behavior
of the physical and natural world through observation and experiment.
Strand (Topic): Waves and Information.
Essential Learning Outcomes (ELO – 2): Generate and compare multiple solutions that use patterns to transfer information.
Grade Level Guidelines: Learners in kindergarten through fifth grade begin to develop an understanding of the four disciplinary core ideas:
physical science; earth and space science; and engineering, technology, and applications of science. In the earlier grades, learners begin by
recognising patterns and formulating answers to questions about the world around them. By the end of the fifth grade, learners are able to
demonstrate grade – appropriate proficiency in gathering, describing and using information about the natural and designed world(s) observable
Specific Curriculum Outcomes (SCO):
Inclusive Assessment Strategies (IAS):
Inclusive Learning Strategies (ILS):
Pupils are expected to:

•

Knowledge
•

•

•
•

Define the terms:
o Wave
o Pattern
o Communication
o Codes
Demonstrate an understanding of how
wave patterns can be used to transfer
information.
Identify examples of solutions that use
wave patterns to transfer information.
Recognise that wave patterns are
present everywhere visible and
invisible and that they carry
information in our everyday life.

A worksheet activity where learners
match a sound or light pattern with its
meaning. The sound can be pre-recorded
for children to listen to. The light could
be downloaded as pictures or YouTube
videos shown as picture on a phone/ TV
screen

•

Create journal entry of drawn pictures
and words that demonstrate the
importance of sound and light patterns in
our community.

•

Think-pair-Share. The importance of
light and sound as a means of
communication.

•

Design/complete a model and make a
presentation on how the communication
model works. (Scoring rubric Area to be
assessed: Does the model use sound or

•

The teacher can use the following
examples to guide learners to identify
and discuss how patterns transfer
information:
(a) The ringing of the bell at their
school for;
- assembly and dismissal,
- change of subject
- The fire drills.
- An announcement.
(b) The beating of drums in the
Villages and community. The
teacher can invite an elder in the
community to talk about the
history of the drums (talking
drums). Or

light? Explain how the how model solves
communication problem over a distance.
•

Describe how the environment can be
influenced by patterns.

Skills
•

Generate at least two design solutions
for a given problem that uses patterns
to transmit a given piece of
information.

•

Describe the given criteria for the
design solutions, including the
accuracy of the final transmitted and
digitized information (pattern).

•

Compare the proposed based on how
well each reaches the criteria and
constraints.

•

Plan and carry out investigations to
identify similarities and differences in
the types of patterns used in the
solutions to determine whether some
ways of transmitting information are
more effective than others

•

Analyse and interpret wave pattern
seen in their environment.

•

Teacher to use the Jigsaw strategy for
learners to work in small groups to
discuss and answer questions.

(a) How are sound patterns used to
communicate messages or warning at
school?
(b) How are lights used to communicate
messages or warning on the road/streets/dam
mountains?
(c) What other patterns of light or sound
are used in your community/village for
communication of messages / warning?
*. Teacher to use observation check list
to
assess learners during the small group activity.
For example,

Retrieved from: https://binged.it/2OftbPV
Values
• Work respectfully with others in
exploring and investigating patterns of
information transfer

Have small group discussion on how drums
were used to communicate.
Each group will be given a text on one
use of the drum as a means to transfer
information. Group members will read and
discuss and then share with the whole class
5 ways drums are used to communicate
(Text for group discussion)
https://www.omahaschoolofmusicanddance.c
om/our-blog/5-ways-drums-are-used-tocommunicate/

(c).The blowing of the shells and
pipes:
- announce the arrival of the fisher
man
- for religious functions
- Warning, emotions, etc.

•

•

•
Show appreciation for persons with
special needs (e.g. visual and hearing
impairments) as you engage practical
activities by assisting them as the need
arises.

Complete and present an exit ticket based
on small group discussions, e.g.
(d) Have learners identify how flashing
lights are used to transfer information in their
community, e.g. The meaning of flashing
traffic lights- flashing red

Develop a curiosity of how wave
patterns can transfer information.
(e) The use of Morse code in the form

•

.

Demonstrate a willingness to consider
other student’s designs as they seek to
use materials to solve a real problem to
create tool.

•

Exhibit a curiosity to understand,
observe, question and explore the
negative and the positive effects of wave
patterns.

•

Develop an awareness of possible
preconceptions/misconception
e.g.
- Information can be converted from a
sound wave into a digital signal such as
patterns of 1s and 0s or vice-versa. .
- That visual or verbal messages can be
encoded in patterns or flashes of lights
to be decoded by someone else across
the room.

•

Express a desire to find answers by
exploring and conducting simple
experiment to prove that wave patterns
can transfer information which can be
used to save a life.

- of letters
- numbers ( a grid of 1s and 0s),
- Light and sound signal.
E.g.

•

-

Present the models of coded information
- patterns to flash light, blow whistle/
horn/recorder, create picture and write
text, for example,
•

Learners can use the code chart to
write their names and simple
messages e.g. I am here (26, 3, 12
22, 24, 18, 24.)

Have learners work in groups to use
Morse code to send the same/
different messages (e.g. I like
Science) using sound, light and text.

Each group will generate one solution
as directed by the teacher.

.

Guide learners to compare and
contrast the effectiveness of each
solution of messaging as each group
presents a solution.

•

Compare and contrast model solutions
presented by peers, to transfer the same
information; for example,

•
Retrieved from: https://binged.it/2Dd7hXf

Patterns of sounds can create beautiful music
however the waves can damage our hearing if
the sounds are too loud. Ask students where loud
sounds maybe a problem in their community and
how they might solve that issue.

•
•

Use a grid of 1s and 0s to send
information about picture or text; for
example

• Teacher explains to learners that
waves such as light and sound can be used
to transfer messages. For example,

Retrieved from:
https://binged.it/2OE90ub.
- Wave patterns can be visible and invisible,
e.g. light, Internet signals, TV signals, etc.
- The signals or information transferred are in
patterns of codes.
Useful Content Knowledge for the Teacher about the Outcome:
• Waves are everywhere in the air; whether we recognise it or not, we encounter waves daily.
• Sound waves, visible light, microwaves, water waves, radio waves, stadium waves, earthquake waves, waves on a string and slinky waves.
• Energy can be transmitted from a source such as waves.
• Waves carry energy from one place to another.
• Waves have different properties and relationships.
• The absorption and reflection of waves by various materials result in the human perception of phenomena, for example through the
reflection of sound, waves can create images and important information. Ultrasound can produce an image of a baby in the womb, or organ
in the body: X-rays can produce images of bones, etc.
• The information transferred by waves

Areas for Integration.
• Language: Participate in collaborative conversation with diverse partner about topic. Listening to others with care, speaking one at a
time about the topic under discussion, analysing and interpreting messages from codes.
• Social Studies: Needs and Wants - to find solutions to communicate more effectively. Celebrations and traditions - History and the
use of drums to transfer messages for different purposes.
• Mathematics: 2-D and 3-D shapes, Graphs, symmetry, numbers and patterns.
• TVET: Creating models, Awareness of how engineers design objects/tools/software to solve real-life problems using waves to
transmit information via patterns of codes.
How ultrasound works - https://binged.it/34iI1dZ (2:56 mins.)
• Expressive arts: creating images from codes. Sometimes patterns of color can be used for sending messages. In the animal kingdom,
bright colors on insect for instance may indicate danger. Colors arise from different wavelengths of light which relates to rainbows
and can be integrated with mathematics.
Inclusive Resources and Materials:
The use of multisensory approaches to assist all learners.
Drums, bells, telephone/cellular phones, worksheets, vocabulary lists, reading texts, code charts, whistle/musical recorder/horns, crayons, light source
that can flash the light, etc.

The talking drum of Africa

Jig saw Approach (Retrieved from: https://www.slideshare.net/lrebamonte/jigsaw-31889953

Waves and their application for communication: Sending pictures with waves - Grade 4
https://www.cosa.k12.or.us/downloads/profdev/2013%20Assessment%20Conference/Handouts/Cary%20Sneider%20Waves.pdf

Science Curriculum
Grade 4
Purpose of the Subject: The study of Science encompasses knowledge, processes and values. A scientifically literate person will foster an attitude of
caring for our world as responsible citizens. Their decision making will be enhanced by a systematic study of the structure and behaviour of the
physical and natural world through observation and experiment.
Strand (Topic): Structure, Function and Information Processing
Essential Learning Outcomes (ELO-1): Develop a model to describe that light reflecting from objects and entering the eye allows objects to be seen
Grade Level Guidelines: Students in kindergarten through fifth grade begin to develop an understanding of the four disciplinary core ideas:
physical sciences; life sciences; earth and space sciences; and engineering, technology, and applications of science. In the earlier grades, students
begin by recognising patterns and formulating answers to questions about the world around them. By the end of fifth grade, students are able to
demonstrate grade-appropriate proficiency in gathering, describing, and using information about the natural and designed world(s)
Specific Curriculum Outcomes
(SCO):
Learners are expected to:
Knowledge
•

•

Define the terms:
o Eye
o Lens
o Retina
o Optic Nerve
o Pupil
o Iris
o Reflection
o Image
o Object
Develop an understanding that
reflection of light on an object is

Inclusive Assessment Strategies (IAS):
•

Answer strategic questions, e.g.
- Can you write or read in the dark? Give
reason for your answer. (One cannot read or
write in the dark because light is needed for
us to see objects)
- Why can’t you see when you’re
blindfolded? (Because the blindfold prevents
light from entering the eyes)
- What is the function of your eyelid? (It
allows or prevents light entering the eye)

Inclusive Learning Strategies (ILS):
•

Ask learners the difference between light
from our moon and light from our sun.
(The moon does not have its own light. We
only see it because the sun shines on it and
we observe the reflection of light)

•

Have learners share their experiences of
being in the dark or trying to do things in
the dark.
If there are blind or visually impaired
learners, allow them to share their life
experiences of not being able to see or
having very little vision.

•

Have learners play a game of ‘who’s there?
- Learners can take turn to close their eyes
or be blindfolded.
- Other learners can take turn to stand in
front of he/ she that is blindfolded

necessary for us to be able to see
an object.
•

•

Present completed worksheets based on
investigations. For example,

•

Recognise that light must enter
our eyes for us to see.

•

Demonstrate an understanding of
how the eye senses light.

•

Identify ways of caring for our
eyes.

Teacher emphasise that light must be
present for us to see objects; light reflects
off of objects and the light must enter the
eyes for us to see.
•

Conducting an experiment to prove how
light travels. Set up the experiment as
shown below.

•

Move cardboard A, B or C so that the holes
are not aligned and have learners record
observations and conclusion in a table
similar to the one below.

Skills
•

Investigate to understand how
light travels

•

Investigate how light is reflected

•

Illustrate using lines, rays and
diagrams to show how light rays
reflecting on an object help us see
objects

•

Create a model eye in order to
demonstrate their understanding
of how the eye works.

•

Effectively communicate
observation/ results of
investigation to others

•

Observe record and report on
how light travels and how we see
objects

- One learner can ask the blindfolded
learner, who is there?
Learners who were blindfolded can share
the experiences they had during the game.

•

Draw arrows (representing light) on the
pictures to show how:
(a) the boy sees the page of the book he is
reading
( b) the girl sees the picture on the wall.

Values
•

Willingly observe, question,
explore and investigate how light
helps us to see objects.

•

Work respectfully with others in
exploring and investigating how
light reflecting from objects and
entering the eye allow objects to
be seen.

•

Be sensitive to and develop a
sense of responsibility for the
welfare of persons who are blind
or visually impaired.

•

•

Draw arrows (representing light) on the
pictures to show how the children can see the
light from the torch.

•

Teacher can emphasise that light travels in
a straight line and does not bend around
objects.

•

Conducting an experiment to show how
light is reflected.
- In small groups, learners can manipulate
the position of their mirrors to see the
image of themselves, other learners at the
sides and behind of them.
- Learners can explain how they see their
classmates/objects at the sides and behind
them.
- With the teacher’s help, learners can use
ray diagrams to explain that light travels
from the object to the mirror; it is then
reflected by the mirror and enters the eyes,
for example,

Source: BBC 2010 bbc.co.uk/schools/teachers
Based on an example using light arrows, ask learners
why images appear upside down on the back of the
pinhole camera and the eye?

Show appreciation for persons
with special needs and disabilities
e.g. visual and hearing
• Make and present a model of the eye (group
impairments as they engage in
work).
practical activities by assisting
• Use the model to explain how the eye works
them with materials and
Rubric: Main parts accurately represented 20%
explaining/communicating what
Correct proportions 20%
is seen.
Use of correct terms to explain 20%
Speak loudly and clearly 20%
Accurate information given 20%
•

Complete worksheet by writing the names of
the parts of the eye and their functions in the
table below. Clues can be used from the word
bank provided.

Retrieved from: https://binged.it/30fc19u

Word Bank

Interactive Simulation here:
https://ophysics.com/l16.html

Retrieved from: https://binged.it/3a0he9T
In this diagram, the virtual image is where the
image appears to be located behind the mirror
when in fact the real person is in front of the
mirror.
•

Teacher can give clear instructions and
materials for learners to make a pinhole
camera for assignment/ homework.
- The pinhole camera can be used to
demonstrate how the eye works.

Parts of the Eye
• Lens
• Retina
• Ciliary Muscle
• Optic Nerve
• Pupil
• Cornea
• Iris

Functions
• Contains
cells that
detect light
• Opening to
the inner
eye, place
where light
enters the
eye
• Controls
the size of
the pupil
• Focuses
image of
object
• Controls
shape of
lens
• Transmits
information
to brain
• Outermost
transparent
layer of
eye, begins
focusing
process
Retrieved from: https://missbupp20162017.weebly.com/waves-unit.html

(see videos instructions to make pinhole
camera)

Retrieved from: https://binged.it/2NjftKU
•

Teacher can also use a chart or model of
the eye to explain how the eye works,
Placing emphasis on the pupil, iris, lens,
retina and optic nerve

•

Discussing in small based groups, the
importance of the eye and ways of caring
the eye.

•

Create and present (individually or in group)
a poster on ways of caring for the eyes.

Rubric: At least 3 ways of caring for the eyes 3mks,
correct information 3mks, creativity 2mks, correct
use of Grammar 2mks.
Useful Content Knowledge for the Teacher about the Outcome:
•

The eyes are the sense organs that detect light.

•

Light from the sun, or an artificial light, travels in a straight line, reflects/bounces off objects and into our eyes through the pupil.

•

Depending on the amount of light, the iris changes the size of the pupil to let more or less light in. This action is to prevent damage to the eyes,
by stopping too much light entering the eye when it is bright and maximising the amount of light entering the eye when it’s dark.

•

The light then passes through the lens. The lens focuses the light onto the back surface of the eye, the retina. Depending on how far away the
object is, our lens needs to change shape to keep the light focussed on the retina.

•

For our brain to be able to create an image of our surroundings, the eye needs to convert light into electrical signals called nerve impulses.

These nerve impulses then travel to the brain along the optic nerve.
•

It is important that we take good care of our eyes. For example,
o
o
o
o

Eat at least 5 servings daily of fruits and vegetables.
Don’t smoke.
Take regular breaks while doing computer work and other tasks that mostly involve your eyes.
Wear sunglasses when outdoors. Wear sunglasses that protect your eyes from UVA and UVB rays. Wear them even on cloudy days.
See the link for more information:
- https://www.arizonaretinalspecialists.com/blog/12-ways-to-take-care-of-your-eyes-everyday/
- https://howrid.com/health/take-care-of-your-eyes/
Areas for Integration
• Internal integration: the properties of materials – opaque and translucent be linked here to the travel of light
• Language: vocabulary, writing and representing, oral communication, listening,
• Mathematics:
• Social Studies: Needs and wants – Sight is important for us to explore and understand our environment as well as to describe and imagine
objects.
• TVET: The creation of a model of the eye. Innovation of devices that help: us to see better (sun glasses, spectacles, etc), blind people to
understand their environment and be more independent (BrainPort- uses electro-tactile technology to help blind users with orientation,
mobility, and object recognition. Blind people can see again- https://binged.it/35U1QbE (6:54) and https://binged.it/36SnA9e (1:12 mins.)
• Expressive Arts: Designing poster with information on caring for the eyes
• HFLE: Self and Interpersonal Relationship: To
1. Demonstrate that they understand we are all different (visually impaired/blind).
2. Show that they can relate to persons who are different – Grade 4 HFLE curriculum, page 13
Inclusive Resources and Materials
The use of multisensory approaches to assist all learners.
Clean fabric for blindfolds, mirrors, PlayDoh®, construction paper/foam, videos, paste, tape, pin, white paper, crayons markers, etc.
•
•
•

How to make a pinhole camera https://binged.it/2NjcZwk (1:32 mins.) You may focus on the video up to 0:40 min.
Creating a Camera Obscura – Pueblo Manual can also be used here
How the pinhole camera works https://binged.it/2QKhnqe (1:12 mins.)

Science Curriculum
Grade 4
Purpose of the Subject: The study of Science encompasses knowledge, processes and values. A scientifically literate person will foster an attitude of
caring for our world as responsible citizens. Their decision making will be enhanced by a systematic study of the structure and behaviour of the
physical and natural world through observation and experiment.
Strand (Topic): Structure, Function and Information Processing
Essential Learning Outcomes (ELO-2): Construct an argument that plants and animals have internal and external structures that function to support
survival, growth, behaviour and reproduction.
Grade Level Guidelines: Students in kindergarten through fifth grade begin to develop an understanding of the four disciplinary core ideas:
physical sciences; life sciences; earth and space sciences; and engineering, technology, and applications of science. In the earlier grades, students
begin by recognising patterns and formulating answers to questions about the world around them. By the end of fifth grade, students are able to
demonstrate grade-appropriate proficiency in gathering, describing, and using information about the natural and designed world(s).
Specific Curriculum Outcomes (SCO):
Learners are expected to:
Knowledge

Inclusive Assessment Strategies (IAS):
•

Use of teacher observation checklist and
peer observation checklist during
discussions and group work. For example,

•

Define the terms:
o Internal structures
o External structures
o Support
o Survival
o Growth
o Reproduction
o Adaptation
o Organ transplant

•

Identify internal and external
structures of plants and animals
Retrieved from: https://binged.it/37RxTL9
including humans, in the
environment, that work together as
part of a system for their survival,

Inclusive Learning Strategies (ILS):
•

Display the picture and/or read the short
story of the cat that lost its legs. For
example,

(Photo by Reuters/China Daily)

An 8-month-old cat walks with the help of a
prosthetic two-wheel device at a veterinary hospital.

The cat’s rear legs lost the ability to walk after falling
from the ninth to fifth floor of a building in 2014. The
cat had undergone four major surgeries which
included removing parts of its organs.
Retrieved from:
https://designyoutrust.com/2015/03/heartbreakingstories-of-animals-with-prosthetics/

growth, behaviour and/or
reproduction
•

Demonstrate an understanding of
the main function(s) of the internal
and external structures of plants
and animals in the environment

•

Explain that different structures
work together to support survival,
growth, behaviour and/or
reproduction

•

Describe how the poor
functioning/absence of an
identified structure of a plant or
animal will affect it survival/
growth/behaviour/ability to
reproduce

Skills
•

Observing and discussing
structures of real plants and
animals and charts/ videos
showing structures of plants and
animals

•

Communication observations of
structures of plants and animals
through oral expressions, pictures/
drawings or models

•

Classify internal and external
structures of plants and animals
based on their functions to support

•

Answer strategic questions, e.g.
- What are two parts of a plant that helps it
to survive/grow/reproduce?
- Why do some plants have flowers with
large and pleasant scented petals? (To
attract insects and birds for pollination.)
- In what ways is the skeleton important to
the body? (It protects vital organs, keeps
the body upright and helps the body to
move.)
- How do the stomach and intestines work
to help the body grow and survive?
(The stomach and intestine digest food so
that the body gets nutrients to grow and
survive.)
- In what ways does a poorly functioning
heart affects the body?
(The heart will not be able to pump blood
sufficiently to provide the body with

•

Have learners discuss in small groups the
various ways in which the cat can be affected
with its hind legs missing (It cannot do
things like normal cats such as jump, mate,
hunt rats, quickly get away from danger,
etc.)
Or

•

Have learners discuss in small groups the
ways in which the various structures have an
effect on the plant (picture or plant observed
in or out of the school compound).

E.g.

Retrieved from: https://binged.it/30DmZpB

(The thorns will protect the plant from being
eaten; the flowers will help to produce more
plants; the leaves make food for the plant to
grow, etc.)

growth, survival, behaviour and/or
reproduction
•

Compare functions of plant and
animal/body structures

•

Create a model or a drawing of
any plant or animal to show some
of its external/internal structures.

•

Critically consider the practical
viability and ethics of organ
transplants

nutrients and oxygen and take away waste.
A person with such condition will fall sick
and die.)
•

Classify plant and body structures based
on their functions to help in survival,
growth and reproduction. E.g.

•

•

•

Identifying main external structures of plants
and discuss the function(s) of the structures
in relation to support, behaviour, growth and
reproduction.
(Better to identify structures on real plants
and animals in the environment).
See also: Linkage to structure of the leaf –
Microscience Activity 1.18 and 1.19 (Leaf
pattern and seeds)
Story telling: Read story, Grandmother’s
Garden (see useful content for teachers
below)

Values
•

Willingly observe, question,
explore and investigate internal
and external structures of plants
and animals that help them
survive, grow, behave a certain
way and reproduce.

•

Show appreciation for persons
with special needs and disabilities
e.g. visual and hearing
impairments as they engage in
activities to observe and explore
and investigate how internal and
external structures of plants and
animals that help them survive,
grow, behave a certain way and
reproduce

•

Complete and present exit ticket based on
video seen, story told and discussion. E.g.

Retrieved from: https://binged.it/2GLCwum
External structures of a plant

•

Work collaboratively with others
to complete tasks regardless of
their age, their gender or physical
or cultural characteristics.

•

Be sensitive to and develop a sense
of responsibility for the health and
safety of plants and animals in the
environment and the welfare of
themselves and other people

•

Actively participate in classroom
discussions
Be an active and respectful listener
to peer’s presentations and projects

•

•

Retrieved from: https://binged.it/2R7Nhgy
Present a completed worksheet for learners
to identify and match plant/ body
structures to their functions. E.g.

External structures of a leaf
Retrieved from: https://binged.it/30X5dOj

External structures of flower
Retrieved from: https://binged.it/2RLJw0o

•

Group presentation based on how they will
treat a peer/ classmate if he/ she is lacking
in a body structure.
Rubric:
- Stating body structure that is lacking - 20%
- How the body part affects the body or other
structures - 20%
- How they plan to help/treat the classmate - 20%
- Accuracy of information and use of correct
terms - 20%
- Creativity - 20%
•

Make and present a model of a plant/body
structure in small groups/ individually. For
example,

Teacher note: Experiment 47 Biology Manual can
be used here (all components are in the primary
microscience kit for this experiment)
Summarise the feature of plants through a series of
questions or by having learners complete the
crossword puzzle
1) What part of the plant gathers nutrients? (the
roots)
2) What part of a plant gets energy from the
sun? (the leaves)
3) What part of the plant transports water from
the soil to the flower? (the stem)
4) What part of the plant promotes reproduction
and creation of new plants? (the flower that
generates seeds)
5) How do seeds often get dispersed so they can
grow into plants? (the wind, water, animals)

Crossword created using:
https://worksheets.theteacherscorner.net/make-yourown/crossword/
Retrieved from: https://binged.it/37ND3Yw

As a preamble to identifying body parts:

Rubric:
- Use of appropriate materials - 2 marks
- Model is a good representation of the structure 4 marks
- Creativity - 2 marks
- Cooperation among group members - 2marks

•

Give each learner an external body part. Give them 5
minutes to think about how the part is important for
survival as a human (e.g. eyes, ears, nose, arms,
legs, hair, hands, etc.). Ask learners to report on
their explanation and also suggest any technologies
that have been invented to ensure survival when that
external body part is missing or doesn’t function
properly anymore.

Complete group self-evaluation checklist
for presentation and/or making model.

Retrieved from: https://binged.it/2toCJka

SS
NB. The skin covers the entire body
External structures of the human body
Retrieved from: https://binged.it/36gatO8

•

Complete and present a Frayer 4 square
worksheet based on vocabulary, for
example,

•

Identifying main internal structures of plants
and animals (mainly human) and discussing
the function(s) of the structures in relation to
support, behaviour, growth and reproduction.

Cuttings of plants can be used for learners to
identify internal structure with a hand
lens/magnifying glass. E.g. carrot or stems where the
structures can be easily seen.
Or

•

Complete and present a Glossary/
Pictionary of new terms.

As a project, groups of learners will select a
human body part (internal or external) and
research the technologies that have been
developed to assist or replace the function of that
body part such that the recipient can lead a nearnormal life. The project would involve the
creation of a poster with a clear explanation of:
• the body part involved
• the problem the technology solved
• the lifestyle change or adaptation the
recipient has lived with
Rubric:
•

Drawings/picture quality (5 points)

Internal structures of a plant
Retrieved from: https://binged.it/2RTlIql
If available: The QX 5 or 7 computer microscope
which some schools received as part of their
Sandwatch package can also be used here to show
the plant cell (additional example onion)

•
•

Explanation (clear and concise with
correct grammar, punctuation. Spelling) (5
points)
Oral presentation and response to
questions (5 points)

Internal structures of the human body
Retrieved from: https://binged.it/2RJrJXI
For internal organ explanation see:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yv0YKjgNKaA
(2:43 mins)
Teacher should discuss the function of each internal
organ that allows humans to survive:
Heart (pumps blood throughout the body via the
circulatory system, supplying oxygen and nutrients
to the tissues and removing carbon dioxide and
other wastes)
Kidneys (maintaining overall fluid balance.
regulating and filtering minerals from blood.
filtering waste materials from food, medications,
and toxic substances)

Liver (filters blood from intestines and removes
harmful chemicals)
Lungs (oxygenates blood to feed muscles; In
respiration, oxygen from incoming air enters the
blood, and carbon dioxide, a waste gas from the
metabolism, leaves the blood).
Stomach (intestines) have 3 functions:
•

•

•

temporary storage for food, which passes
from the esophagus to the stomach where it
is held for 2 hours or longer.
mixing and breakdown of food by
contraction and relaxation of the muscle
layers in the stomach.
digestion of food.

Teacher should introduce topic of organ donation
and elicit opinions from learners on the ethics
(morality) and viability (ability to work
successfully) of the practice. (see information
below)
• Many countries have programs that allow
families of perished accident victims to
donate organs to those that have diseased
organs but are otherwise healthy.
•

Also, because we have two kidneys it is very
common for a family member to donate a
kidney to another family member whose
kidneys no longer function. This can allow
the person with kidney problems to live a
normal lifestyle. In all organ transplants the
donator and recipients must have very
similar blood characteristics in order for the

new organ to work properly in the recipient
body.
Have leaners recount a story of friend or family
member who may have had an organ transplant.
Press them to identify the lifestyle change before
and after the transplant.

Retrieved from: https://binged.it/2U8U3oe
•

Have each learner select from a bag, a strip
of paper with a plant structure written on it.
During a Think-Pair-Share activity, have the
learners share on how their plant structure
can work with their partner’s plant structure
for the proper functioning of the plant.

For example, The LEAF makes food for the
plant while the ROOT absorbs water and
minerals needed for the leaf to make food
NB. This strategy can be done for body
structures as well.
•

Discussing the effects (in relation to support,
behaviour, growth and reproduction) of
damaged or the absence of structures on
other structures or on the entire organism
(plant/ animal)

For example, describe what will happen to a
person if he/she is born without……..(skeleton,
eyes, lungs, stomach, etc.)
(A person without skeleton would look like
a bag or sack of organs/the body will
collapse due to lack of support and structure.

•

Have learners watch video based on people
in the world who were born without certain
body structures.

Extraordinary people with missing body partsretrieved from
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5MOtfUm1XY0
(8:07 mins.) This video can be used in its entirety or
selected section(s) based on teacher’s choice.
Case study: Have small group discussions
and presentations on how they will treat a

peer/classmate if he/she is lacking in a body
structure.
Each group can have a different case study.
•

Individually or in small groups of 4, have
learners make a model of an external or
external structure of a plant/ animal/ human.

Have leaners identify which internal organs we can
live without (adapt) and those that we are unable to
live without.
Useful Content Knowledge for the Teacher about the Outcome:
•
•
•
•

Plants and animals have internal and external structures that allow them to survive, grow and reproduce.
Main structures of plants are root, stem, leaves, flower, seed, vascular bundles, epidermis, etc.
In some plants, structures are modified for purposes of survival, growth and reproduction. For example, thorns and hairs on stems and leaves
protect some plants from being eaten by animals.
Main structures of humans are skin, head, arms, legs, brain, lungs, heart, stomach, kidneys, intestines, liver, etc.

Retrieved from: https://binged.it/2GvvutC

Areas for Integration
• Language: Listening, speaking, writing, representing, viewing and vocabulary
• Social Studies: Diversity and Cooperation - different structures work together for the proper functioning of an organism
Relationship - One or more structures may have a negative/or positive effect on another structure.
• TVET: Creating a model to depict the internal/external and external structures of any plant or animal in the environment
• Expressive Arts: Drawing to depict the internal/ external and external structures of any plant or animal in the environment
Inclusive Resources and Materials
The use of multisensory approaches to assist all learners.
Videos, paper, cardboard, charts with animal and plant structures, PlayDoh®/ clay, crayon, paste, plant and human specimen for investigations, etc.
10 Extraordinary people with missing body parts- retrieved from: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5MOtfUm1XY0 (8:07 mins.) This video can be
used in its entirety or selected section(s) based on teacher’s choice.

External structures of plants by Michelle Jones
Retrieved from:
https://study.com/academy/lesson/external-structures-of-organisms-lesson-for-kids.html
Have you ever wondered why flowers are colorful? Or what the purposes of leaves are? These parts of plants help them grow, survive,
and reproduce. Read on to learn more about the external structures of plants.
Grandmother’s Garden
Maria loves to work in the garden with her grandmother. They've planted many different flowers, vegetables, and even a blueberry
bush. Every part of a plant has a job that helps it grow, survive, and reproduce. But first, in order for any plant to grow, we must start
with a seed. So, let's get growing... I mean going!
Maria recently studied the parts of a plant in school, so she wants to examine them closely in her grandmother's garden. Let's take a
look at the parts of the plant that Maria is going to see and find out what their functions are and why they are important.
Maria's grandmother helps her plant tulip seeds, one of Maria's favorite flowers. Under the ground, roots begin to grow outward from
the seed. These roots will hold the plant in place and soak up water and nutrients from the soil, which will be carried to the rest of the
plant. This part of a plant reminds Maria of when she uses a straw to drink chocolate milk. Roots also store food (nutrients) for the
plant to use later.

A few weeks later, a stem begins to poke out from the ground. As Maria looks at the stems of the plants in her garden, it reminds her
of the spine in humans. Your spine helps your body stand up straight. This is part of what a stem does; a stem provides support for the
plant.
Stems also move water and food from the roots throughout the plant, like your veins move blood throughout your body. Or, like
plumbing pipes move water through a house.
Next, leaves begin to grow from the stem. During the spring and summer, they make food for the plant so it can continue growing.
This process, called photosynthesis, is when leaves take in sunlight, carbon dioxide, and water, and give off oxygen and a sugar
called glucose. Evergreen plants, such as pine trees, make food all year long.

Science Curriculum
Grade 4
Purpose of the Subject: The study of Science encompasses knowledge, processes and values. A scientifically literate person will foster an attitude of
caring for our world as responsible citizens. Their decision making will be enhanced by a systematic study of the structure and behaviour of the
physical and natural world through observation and experiment.
Strand (Topic): Structure, Function and Information Processing
Essential Learning Outcomes (ELO- 3): Use a model to describe that animals receive different types of information through their senses, process
the information in their brain, and respond to the information in different ways.
Grade Level Guidelines: Students in kindergarten through fifth grade begin to develop an understanding of the four disciplinary core ideas:
physical sciences; life sciences; earth and space sciences; and engineering, technology, and applications of science. In the earlier grades, students
begin by recognising patterns and formulating answers to questions about the world around them. By the end of fifth grade, students are able to
demonstrate grade-appropriate proficiency in gathering, describing, and using information about the natural and designed world(s).
Specific Curriculum Outcomes (SCO):
Learners are expected to:

Inclusive Assessment Strategies (IAS):
•

Knowledge
•

•

Define the terms:
o Sense organ
o Central nervous system
o Sensory nerve
o Motor nerve
o Reflex
o Receptors
Identify the sense organs of
animals and the information they
receive e.g. nose - smell, eyes sight, tongue - taste, ears - sound
and skin - touch.

•

Make a scrapbook about the sensory
walk they took around the community.
Learners should collect sample of things
found in the community and identify the
sense organ they use to detect them and
describe what they see, hear, smell, taste
and touch. Areas for assessment:
correctly identify sense organs, describe
samples of things placed in book,
describe what they saw, heard, tasted,
etc.
Play games (matching and guessing)
based on senses in Based groups:

Inclusive Learning Strategies (ILS):
•

Take learners on a sensory walk around the
community. During the walk have learners
use their senses. Ask them what they see.
Have them describe what they hear and smell.
Let them touch and feel objects such as tree
trunks and describe how they feel and collect
samples. Then have learners create a
scrapbook on their sensory walk.

•

Set up sense station for each sense and have
learners move around to stations and
investigate the use of the senses. Engage
learners in discussion about:
- observations at each station,
- how animals have the same senses as
humans, some of them are stronger
than in humans e.g. dogs and smell

•

•

Recognise that all the sense organs
are connected to the brain via the
nervous system

•

For example

-

Learners use their eyes to play game.
Teacher should cut four pictures into
two or three pieces and have learners
match them by putting the pictures back
together.

Demonstrate an understanding that
the sense organs receive
information, process it in the brain
and respond to the information
-

•

Use a model to describe that
animals receive different types of
information through their senses,
process the information in their
brain, and respond to the
information in different ways.
-

•

Create a representation of a sense
organ receiving information and
sending to the brain and
responding to the information.

Give learners pieces of paper or fabric
dipped into scented liquids e.g. bubble
bath, perfumed oil, baby oil, methylated
spirit, vinegar and have them categorize
them into two groups, smell good and
smell bad.
Give learners a tape recorder with the
recorded voice of five or six classmates
and or animals and have them guess who
is the person speaking and or animal
making the sound. Have them write their
answers on a paper.

Skills
•

Investigate sense organs and the
information they receive.

•

Observe how sense organ receive
information, process it and respond
to the information.

•

Communicate effectively
information on how sense organs
receive information, process it in
the brain and respond to the
information.

-

Have learners participate in a tasting
test. Teacher should blindfold learners
and give them a variety of fruits (apple,
banana, orange, grape, mango, tangerine,
pineapple) to guess after tasting or a
variety of taste such as salty, sweet,
sour, bitter.

-

Have learners find hidden objects in a
sand box using only their sense of touch.
Learners could also count the objects.
Teacher could assess learners based on
the number of correct guesses and
objects found.

-

•

how some persons have visual/
hearing impairment and can detect
changes in the environment
Have learners experience what it is like to be
without one of their senses.

•

Have learners play guessing game in their
based groups.

•

Have learners view video
https://youtu.be/1uG0AEnoLDU (3:09 mins.)
Then discuss how the senses are connected to
the brain and the nervous system.

•

Show learners model or picture of the nervous
system and trace how the sense organs are
connected to the brain.

•

Whole class discussion using a diagram of
reflex arc or a model to explain how sense
organs receive information and how
information is processed for a response. E.g.
diagram of reflex arc

•

•

•

Create a model/representation of
sense organs receiving
information, process it in the brain
and respond to the information.

Use space time relationships to
describe how sense organs receive
information, process it in the brain
and respond to information.

•

•

Participate actively in classroom
discussions.

Create an anchor chart on the nervous
system.
Areas for assessment: identified the brain
and spinal cord, outlined the nerves and
highlighted how the sense organs are
connected to the brain.
Use concentric circle (see below) for
learners to share their understanding of
the nervous system and how the senses
are connected to the brain. Teacher
should walk around and listen to
learners’ discussion.

•

Have learners demonstrate how information is
received and processed.
Teacher should guide learners and clarify any
misconception.

•

Have learners create a model or representation
and describe to the class how information is
received and processed.

•

Ask learners how they would expect an
animal like a dog to respond to the following
sensory stimuli
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Concentric/Inside-outside Circle

Values
•

Express desire to find answers on
sense organs through exploring.

•

Willingly work with others,
regardless of their age, their gender
or physical or cultural
characteristics.

•

Keep work area clean and
uncluttered, with only appropriate
materials present.

•

Willingly contribute to group
activity.

•

•

Presentation of model or representation
and oral presentation on how the senses
receive information process it in the brain
and respond to the information.

A loud noise
A hot fire
Windy and rainy weather
A spray from a skunk
A bite from a snake
A cut from a thorn
Rotten food

Animals have very good memories stored in
their brains of sensory experiences. Have
learners express a time when they:
o Tasted a food they didn’t like that they
now avoid
o Hurt themselves from a hot pot or
sharp item and now are much more
careful
o Had a bite from an insect or animal
and now exercise avoidance strategies

Areas for assessment: identify sense
organ, outline how sense organ receive
information, indicate and explain that
information is processed by the brain and
outline how response to information
occurs. NB. Teacher should let each
group deal with a different sense organ.
•

Write a letter to a friend explaining to
him or her how one of their sense organs
can help to detect information for the
body to respond

•

Have learners participate in Carousel
learning activity, where they move
around to different stations and write
their ideas on how sense organs receive
information process it in the brain and
respond to the information.
- Station 1 how sense organ
receives information
- Station 2 how information is
processed
- Station 3 how response to
information occurs

Carousel learning activity

Useful Content Knowledge for the Teacher about the Outcome:
• The sense organs are the:
Eyes - sight
Ears - hearing
Tongue - taste
Nose - smell
Skin - touch
• The sense organs contain receptors which detect specific types of information within the environment.
• Sense receptors send information about the environment to the brain.
• Information that is transmitted to the brain by sense receptors can be processed immediately as perception of the environment and or
stored as memories.
• Immediate perceptions or memories processed by the brain influence the actions or response to features in the environment.
• A reflex, or reflex action, is an involuntary and nearly instantaneous movement in response to a stimulus. A reflex is made possible by
neural pathways called reflex arcs which can act on an impulse before that impulse reaches the brain. The reflex is then an automatic
response to a stimulus that does not receive or need conscious thought.
• Animals have the same senses as humans but some of the senses are stronger than in humans.
• The senses are connected to the brain by the nervous system.
• The nervous system is made up of the brain, spinal cord and nerves.
• The nervous system controls the activity of the body.

•

Receiving information by the senses, processing the information in the brain and responding to the information is essential for the
survival of the animal.

Areas for Integration:
Expressive Arts: making models by drawings to represent sense organs.
Literacy: Speaking - Learners present information orally on senses, Writing - Learners present descriptive paragraph on the senses.
TVET: Recognise that various devices around us are used to enhance our senses or appeal to our senses e.g. spectacles, hearing aids,
television, etc.
Mathematics: Line and lines of symmetry to explain how information is processed in the brain and response occur, graphs to categorise
smells.
HFLE: Self - learners develop an appreciation for their senses and the need to protect themselves. Develop tolerance and awareness for
persons with disabilities.
Social Studies: Relationship - Learners learn to be tolerant and to work along with persons with disabilities.
Physical Education: Playing the game Copy Cat, where one person does an action e.g. jump on one foot and the others follow.
Inclusive Resources and Materials
Paper, cardboard, paste, string, scissors, marker, crayon, PlayDoh®, scotch tape, foam, cloth, sand box, flashlight, tape recorder, bell, fruits,

Science Curriculum
Grade 4
Purpose of the Subject: The study of Science encompasses knowledge, processes and values. A scientifically literate person will foster an
attitude of caring for our world as responsible citizens. Their decision making will be enhanced by a systematic study of the structure and
behaviour of the physical and natural world through observation and experiment.
Strand (Topic): Earth’s systems: Processes that shape the Earth
Essential Learning Outcomes (ELO-1): Identify evidence from patterns in rock formations and fossils in rock layers to support an explanation
for changes in a landscape over time
Grade Level Guidelines: Students in kindergarten through fifth grade begin to develop an understanding of the four disciplinary core ideas:
physical sciences; life sciences; earth and space sciences; and engineering, technology, and applications of science. In the earlier grades, students
begin by recognising patterns and formulating answers to questions about the world around them. By the end of fifth grade, students are able to
demonstrate grade-appropriate proficiency in gathering, describing, and using information about the natural and designed world(s).
Specific Curriculum Outcomes
(SCO):
Learners are expected to:

Inclusive Assessment Strategies (IAS):
•

Present worksheet on rocks:

Inclusive Learning Strategies (ILS):
•

Knowledge
•

Define the terms:
o Igneous rock
o Sedimentary rock
o Metamorphic rock

•

Demonstrate an understanding
of how layers of rocks are
formed (layers and heating
processes).

•

Develop an explanation on how
fossils in layers of rocks

•

Conduct a pre-lesson assessment on rocks by
asking learners: What they know about rocks?
What they would like to know about rocks?
- Have learners watch video on rocks
https://youtu.be/CeuYx-AbZdo (3:51mins.)

Use this video to introduce the idea of the rock
cycle and the diagram as introduction to layers
of the earth.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jP1qbwSGmNs
(2:58 mins)

illustrate changes in the
landscape.
•

Recognise how rock formations
result in the changes in the
landscape.

•

Create a representation of a
canyon to illustrate how a river
changes the landscape overtime.

•

•

Skills
•

Investigate how layers of rocks
are formed.

•

Observe how fossils in layers of
rocks and rock formations
indicate a change the landscape.

•

Communicate effectively how
landscape changes.

Values
•

Express desire to find answers in
patterns through exploring.

•

Willingly work with others,
regardless of their age, their
gender or physical or cultural
characteristics.

•

Keep work area clean and
uncluttered,
with
only
appropriate materials present.

•

Presentation on rock collection.
Areas for assessment: sort rocks
correctly, explain features of each
type of rock, correct explanation of
why rocks are sorted into respective
container.
Present observation sheet with
drawing of layers of soil in the jar.
Areas for assessment: drawing
clearly outlined the layers, identify
the layers correctly and identified
layers than form first, second etc.
Present worksheet on Reading
Earth’s Layers.

•

•

Teacher should show hands-on examples of rock
types to children and have them note differences
and then introduce classifications. Follow up with
guessing game of mystery rocks-which
classification does this sample belong to?
Then complete worksheet with questions on the
types of rocks. After assessing learners’ work,
teacher should have whole group discussion on
rocks.
- Have learners go on field trip in the
community to collect rocks. In their
based groups have learners sort rocks
into marked containers (Igneous rocks,
sedimentary rocks and metamorphic
rocks). Then have them present their
collection explaining why they should
be sorted into the respective containers.

•

Investigation on rock layers formation:
- Give each group Jars with covers e.g.
peanut butter, jam and jelly jars and
soils of different sized particles (small
stones, sand and clay).
- Let learners add soil to jar and water,
then shake jar and leave to stand.

•

•
Willingly contribute to group
activity.

-

Create a collaboration board where
each learner will place a note on the
board to answer a question or
complete a statement on fossils e.g.
How do fossils indicate changes in
landform? I know this because
__________. Teacher evaluates
statement based on accuracy.

-

-

Have learners record their observations
by drawing to show layers formed.
Generate a discussion with learners by
having them identify; the different
layers, the layer that was formed first
and why.
Teacher should use learners model to
explain how rock layers formation
change landscape overtime.

A collaboration Board
•

•

•

Have learners participate in a
Numbered Heads Together activity.
Where the teammates stand and
discuss a question on fossils, posed
by teacher. When they are sure each
member knows the answer, they will
sit. The number of a team member
will be called randomly, and that
member will share the answer.
Oral presentation on observations
made from model on formation of a
canyon. Areas for assessment:
explained changes in appearance of
mountain, explain why changes

Give learners Reading Earth’s Layers Key and
explain components of the key. Then have
learners use their jars of soil to compare and
identify layers to complete worksheet.

•

occur, compare what happen to the
model to the formation of a canyon
Write an Essay explaining how the
Earth’s landscape changes overtime.
Areas for assessment: explained how
rock formation influenced changes in
landscape, explained how fossils in
layers of rocks and formation of
canyons changes landscape. After
assessment Teacher could select
essay and allow writer to read to the
class.

Have students look for the way different
rocks are used in the community. Each
student has to find 5 uses and bring that
information back to class. They must
identify the broad classification of the rocks
they chose (i.e. igneous, sedimentary,
metamorphic).
Ask students to suggest how the type of
fossils may tell us the landscape at the time.
(e.g. fish marine life, footprints on land, the
habitat of birds and snakes)
What evidence can students suggest that a
volcano may erupt in a certain region?
What fossil evidence can students suggest
that might indicate the climate was tropical?

-

Teacher could also create rock layers models in
cups or jars and distribute to groups to identify
layers using Reading Earth’s Layers Key.
Components of Cups
Cup A- rice, sand, flour
Cup B- split peas, rice, powder
Cup C- clay, flour, powder. N.B. The
components of the cup could be varied
depending on the layers required for learners to
identify.

•

Have learners read extract about fossils and
discuss answers to questions: What is a fossil?
How are fossils formed? Identify parts that
become fossils.
Extract: Fossils
“Fossils are the remains or marks of living
things that are usually found in rocks and
stones. Fossils are important because they give
us information about things that lived on Earth a
long time ago.
Fossils are formed from the hard part parts of
plants and animals, such as bark, seed cases,
bones and teeth. Fossils take millions of years to
form.
Sea creatures that had hard shells and bones
made the best fossils.”
Useful book:
CLAIRE, LLEWELLYN. 2000. Fossils, Rigby,
Halley Court, Jordan Hill, Oxford, OX2 8EJ.

•

Observe pictures of fossils in layers of rocks
and participate in whole group discussion on
how fossils change landscape

•

Fossils of tropical plants may indicate a hot
climate and certain coldblooded animals were
present.
Shell fossils may indicate an ocean climate with
fish and marine plants.
Scraped rock may indicate a glacier cut through
rock and made gorges and riverbeds.

•
•
•

Have learners create a model of a canyon, using
Play Doh®, to illustrate how creation of a
canyon by a river changes landform overtime.

-

-

Create a model of a mountain using sand, pour
water over the mountain and observe how the
water changes the appearance of the mountain.
Then compare the effect to the formation of a
canyon.
Observe pictures and video
https://binged.it/30TXBLi (4.28 mins.)
of the Grand Canyon have whole group
discussion about the formation of a canyon and
the layers of rocks. N.B. Teacher should focus
discussion on how the landscape changed over
time.

Play a fossil game:
https://www.amnh.org/ology/features/laye
rsoftime/game.php

Useful Content Knowledge for the Teacher about the Outcome:
• Rock is a solid made of a combination of two or more different minerals.
• The tree types of rocks are igneous rock, sedimentary rock and metamorphic rock.
Igneous rock is formed through the cooling and solidification of magma or lava. e.g. granite and pumice.
Sedimentary rock is formed by the accumulation of sediments in water. E.g. sandstone and shale
Metamorphic rocks arise from the transformation of existing rock types, igneous and sedimentary rock. E.g. marble and slate

•

Igneous rock (granite)
Sedimentary rock (shale)
Metamorphic rock (slate)
Changes in the landscape of Earth are illustrated by patterns of rock formation, fossils in rock layers and formation of canyons.

•
•
•

Rock formation occurs over time. The layers of rock at the bottom form first and are the oldest rocks formed.
The existence of fossils in rock layers indicate changes from land to water or water to land e.g. rock layers with shells at the bottom and
plant fossils at the top indicate a change from water to land and layers with plant fossils at the bottom and shells at the top indicate a
change from land to water.
Canyons are formed when rivers erode the soil over a long period of time resulting in the formation of layers of rock e.g the Grand
Canyon in the United states of America.

Retrieved from: https://betterlesson.com/browse/common_core/standard/2151/ngss-4-ess1-1-identify..

Areas for Integration
• Mathematics: Patterns- where learners make predictions from patterns.
• Creative Arts: making models and drawing rock layers.
• Literacy: Comprehension- reading extract on fossils and answering questions. Speaking- Learners present information orally on
formation of canyons.
• TVET: Recognise that various devices are used to study changes in landscape.
Inclusive Resources and Materials
Jars (peanut butter, jams and jelly jars), cups, soil of different size particles, water, split peas, rice, flour, powder, Play Doh®, sand.

Science Curriculum
Grade 4
Purpose of the Subject: The study of science necessarily encompasses knowledge, processes and values. A scientifically literate person will
foster an attitude of caring for our world as a responsible citizen. Their decision making will be enhanced by a systematic study of the structure
and behaviour of the physical and natural world through observation and experiment.
Strand (Topic): Earth’s Systems: Processes and Shape of the Earth
Essential Learning Outcomes: ELO – 2: Make observations and/or measurements to provide evidence of the effects of weathering or the rate
of erosion by water, ice, wind or vegetation.
Grade Level Guidelines: Students in kindergarten through fifth grade begin to develop an understanding of the four disciplinary core ideas:
physical sciences; life sciences; earth and space sciences; and engineering, technology, and applications of science. In the earlier grades, students
begin by recognising patterns and formulating answers to questions about the world around them. By the end of fifth grade, students are able to
demonstrate grade-appropriate proficiency in gathering, describing, and using information about the natural and designed world(s).
Specific Curriculum Outcomes (SCO):
Learners are expected to:
Knowledge
•

•

Define the terms:
o Weathering
o Erosion
o Sediment
o Deposit
o Organic
o Fossils
o Meandering river
o Mechanical weathering
o Physical weathering
o Chemical weathering
Identify the layers of the earth:
crust, mantle and core.

Inclusive Assessment Strategies (IAS):
Journal entries:
• Create a labelled drawing to show the
layers of the earth.
• Learners will summarize the processes of
weathering and erosion they
demonstrated and describe how these
processes will influence mountains and
rocks.
Oral Presentation: Make presentation on the
factors that influence weathering and erosion.

Inclusive Learning Strategies (ILS):
•

Reading and discussing book: “Weathering
and Erosion” by Jayden Gray.
https://www.storyjumper.com/book/index/
38223896/Weathering-and-erosion#
The word weathering derives from the idea
that the weather can cause slow wearing
down of rocks. As small pieces of rock or
soil are broken away from larger pieces,
they form a layer or deposit of sediment
that can be moved to another location
(erosion). Over time these layers of
sediment can mix with decayed organic
(once living) matter that when compressed
and heated can form different types of
rocks. These sediment layers can trap bones
of animals, footprints and vegetation to
form fossils.

•

Demonstrate an understanding of
weathering and the factors that
contribute to same.

•

Demonstrate an understanding of
erosion.

•

Describe the factors that increases
or reduces the rate of erosion in a
particular area.

•

Identify meandering rivers in
Guyana

Skills
•

•

Observe
(a) the layers of the earth
(b) evidences of weathering and
erosion in a particular area.
Make inferences about the factors
that contribute to weathering and
erosion.

•

Predict what would happen when:
(a) Water is frozen in a can.
(b) Vinegar is poured in a cup with
chalk.
(c) Variables are manipulated in
erosion investigation.

•

Classify the types of weathering as
mechanical/physical and chemical.

(Areas to be assessed: accuracy of information,
use of language, method of presentation e.g. use
of diagrams)
• Complete 3 2 1 Exit Ticket.

3
2
1
•

3 2 1 Exit Ticket Template
Things I learned today…
Things I found interesting
Questions I still have…

Present completed graphic organizer on
the similarities and differences between
weathering and erosion.

Retrieved from:
https://socratic.org/questions/what-isweathering-and-how-is-it-different-fromerosion
•

Allow learners to work in small groups of 3
to use modeling clay to make a model of the
earth. Give each group red, orange, brown
and green modeling clay and a square piece
of paper.
1. Have learners roll the red clay into a ball
and place it on the wax paper.
2. Allow learners to roll the orange clay in
a ball and then press it into a disc about
1/8 inch thick. Have learners wrap the
red ball in the orange layer and place it
on the paper.
3. Give learners brown clay and have them
repeat step 2, but make the disc about ¼
inch thick and wrap it around the ball.
The final piece of clay is green. Have

•

Investigate the factors that
contribute to weathering and
erosion.

•

Compare and contrast weathering
and erosion.

•

•

Present completed vocabulary sheet to
identify the processes taking place.

learners make a very thin disc, just
enough to cover the ball.
(NB. Flour dough and food colouring or any
other suitable substitute can be used in this
activity)
•

Have learners use a plastic knife to gently
cut their balls in half with a sawing motion
so as not to distort the shape or layers inside
the ball. Have learners observe their own
layers and compare and contrast them with
those of other groups. (NB. There will be
some variation, use this as a vehicle to
discuss how the earth’s surface will look
different in different parts of the world and
will change over time.)

•

Have learners cut a small slice to show the
layers and place it into a zip-closure baggie
to put into their science journals.

•

Show learners a slice of toast (bread). Rub
your finger across the toast and demonstrate
how rubbing your hand over the toast
causes crumbs to form. These crumbs can
easily fall or be blown off the surface of the
toast.

•

Ask learners to brainstorm ways that they
have seen the crust of the earth change. This
could be due to an earthquake rippling or
cracking the earth, a flood from a tsunami
or river, riverbanks moving backwards
and/or falling into the river, sidewalks or
roads heaving, etc. Write learner responses
on chart paper. Once learners have had a

Communicate experimental results
by drawing diagrams and writing
statements and reports.

Values
•

•

•

Display sensitivity and offer
assistance to peers who may have
physical or learning challenges
when conducting practical and
group work.
Express the desire to explore the
factors that contribute to weathering
and erosion and contribute solutions
to erosion challenges in your
community.
Show concern and present
community solutions to the
problems of deforestation which
leads to erosion, and eventually
global warming.

•

Consider solutions to solve the
problem of flooding/run-off that
washes away arable lands.

•

Willingly record observations and

•

Present anchor chart to show the
relationship among weathering, erosion
and deposition to reinforce vocabulary.

findings from weathering and
erosion investigations in a given
format.
•

•

Use observations from
investigations to draw a conclusion
or verify a prediction.

•

chance to brainstorm, explore several of
these examples and ask learners if these are
rapid changes (minutes, hours, days) that
occur or those that occur over time (years,
sometimes millions of years).

Classify the following pictures of various
landforms to identify if they are
weathered by wind, water, or ice.
Wind

Water

Ice
•

Work respectfully with others while
exploring the factors that contribute
to weathering and erosion.

Introduce the word weathering. Ask
learners if they have ever seen the
pavement/roadway/concrete in school yard
etc. buckled/crumpled/break away/crack.
Have them discuss what they think might
have cause the buckling e.g. tree root,
rainfall, heat etc. Ask learners what would
happen to the pavement if the tree root grew
larger. Encourage learners to think of other
natural processes that could split pavement
or rock.

Engage learners in the following activities.
•

Ask learners how they think water could
weather rock. Have them brainstorm what
might happen. Partner learners in pairs and
hand them an empty aluminum soda can.
Have learners fill the can completely. Have
learner pairs predict what will happen to the
water in the can, as it freezes overnight.
Learners will make observations the
following day. (Learners will observe that
the can might break. They may observe that
as the water freezes, it might come up
through the opening in to top of the can and
spill out.) This demonstration will allow
learners to observe the expanding
characteristic of water as it freezes.
Learners will be able to infer how this might

affect a rock over time, and how mountains
may be affected by this process over the
course of time.

•

Present completed anchor chart to show
the types of weathering. Anchor charts
must include drawings/pictures and
examples to represent the types of
weathering. For example,

•

Have pairs of learners wear goggles and
gloves to complete the following
demonstrations.

•

Give each pair of learners a piece of
limestone/chalk and some vinegar in a
clear, plastic cup. Have learners carefully
place the limestone in the vinegar and
observe what occurs. Learners should
observe that bubbles form on the limestone.
Have learners leave the limestone in the
vinegar overnight and make further
observations the following day. There
should be sediment in the bottom of the
cup.

•

Give each pair a piece of chalk, ½ a cup of
sand, and two zip closure plastic bags. Have
learners draw a design in the chalk, place
the chalk and the sand in one bag, close it,
and double-bag it. Have learners observe.
Have learners shake the bag for 5 minutes
and then make observations of any changes
that occurred. Learners should see that the
chalk has begun to break down. Their
design should have degraded as well.
Explain that this represents acid rain from
pollution eating away at limestone -based
rocks.
NB. Have learners make and document
their observations in science journals.

•

•

Present completed lab reports for the
different investigations e.g.

Have learners share what they observed
and ask them what they think water might
do to a rock if it froze in a crevice.
Learners will brainstorm that, depending
on the kind of rock, or how broken it was,
the rock might crack further, or even break
apart. Talk with learners about how
mountains can be broken into boulders,
can be broken into rocks, can be broken
into small stones over time, through the
freezing and melting of water. Explain that
in parts of the world that have colder
climates, the expansion of ice can destroy
pavement.

See “Freeze-thaw cycle” here:
https://bitroads.com/AboutUs/Blog/entryid/36/how-freeze-thawcycles-can-damage-asphalt-pavement
NB. Different natural substances mix with
water and create acidic or basic solutions.
These different solutions react differently

•

•

Strategic questioning e.g.
✓ Which variable caused erosion to
be most rapid?
✓ How did the slope angle affect the
amount of erosion that occur?
✓ How does vegetation affect the
amount of erosion that takes
place?
Teacher observation: observe and listen
in to conversations and make
documentations in teacher journal as
learners participate in group activity
during the lessons.

Students should be given a task of finding out all
the ways that farmers prevent erosion of their
arable lands. As an assignment they could
choose one way to draw and explain to the class.
Rubric (explanation 50%/poster 50%)
e.g. terracing, tree planting, water diversion,
supplementing soil, selective crops, etc.

on rock and dissolve them, weakening
them, and finally destroying the rock.
•

Introduce and explain to learners that the
activities demonstrated two forms of
weathering: mechanical and chemical. Ask
learners which type of weathering was
demonstrated by:
(a) Water in the soda can (mechanical)
(b) Limestone in vinegar (chemical)
(c) Sand and chalk demonstration
(mechanical)

•

Allow learners to compare the two types of
weathering and make notes in their science
journals.

•

View photos of various landforms and
determine if they are weathered by wind,
water, or ice.

•

Dump a pail of earth on a table in front of
the class. (or alternately go out in the
school yard). Hold a bucket of water and
put your finger on the switch of a fan. Ask
learners what they think will happen if the
fan is turned on and point at the dirt or if
the bucket of water is poured on the dirt.
(Example: the dirt will move away from
the water and wind sources, the mound of
dirt will change shape, dirt will move in
different directions.) Ask learners if there
are any processes in nature that might
result in similar problems.

•

Take learners on a field trip to investigate
the school grounds/neighborhood for
possible signs of erosion. (NB: Teacher
must pre-check that the school grounds
show evidence of erosion or pre-plan a
walking field trip in the neighborhood or
other suitable area e.g. seawall, creeks,
beach to observe erosion in the area).

•

NB: When learners find a place that is
eroded, they make observations about what
they see. If possible, they can make an
inference about what process caused the
erosion. Learners can then make a scale
drawing of the area. Learners use a one
inch grid and draw the area with a scale of
1 inch = 1 foot.

•

Allow learners to write in their journal
what they think erosion is.

•

Play video song about erosion e.g.
https://youtu.be/d0jVywral14 (2.37 mins)
https://youtu.be/ElzOll-zjHU (1.57
mins). Ask learners questions based on
song e.g. what is the difference between
erosion and weathering? (Weathering
causes rocks to break up into smaller

particles while erosion helps to move those
particles from one place to another.)
•

Engage learners in erosion experiment to
determine how different variables affect
the rate of erosion: filling a shoe box/small
box with soil and work in groups to
determine the amount of soil that runs off.
(NB. Variables to be tested: slope angle,
wind speed, sand coverage versus gravel
coverage, the amount of vegetation, and
terrain changes like ditches.)

•

Class discussion on the results of
experiment e.g.
1. Which variable caused erosion to be
most rapid?
2. How did the slope angle affect the
amount of erosion that occur?
3. How does vegetation affect the amount
of erosion that takes place?
(Erosion is promoted by: greater angle,
smaller particles, less vegetation, and
increased wind.)
Rivers can change shape because of erosion.
This is called meandering.
See formation of meandering river here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8a3rcG8Wic (2:56 mins)
See below, Meandering river in the Amazon

Retrieved from:
https://news.mongabay.com/2011/09/pictureof-the-day-meandering-river-in-the-amazon/
Learners can do research of the internet to find
meandering river formations in Guyana
Useful Content Knowledge for the Teacher about the Outcome:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Changes that occur to land over time can happen because of weathering and erosion.
Weathering is the breaking down or dissolving of rocks and minerals on the surface of the Earth. Water, ice, salts, plants and changes in
temperature all cause weathering.
Erosion is when earth is worn away by water, wind or ice.
Weathering and erosion are constantly happening. Scientists make observations and take measurements to help them know how quickly
changes are happening.
One type of weathering happens when water freezes and thaws. When it rains, water goes into the cracks of rocks. Then, as it gets cold, the
water freezes in the rocks.
Water expands as it freezes, so it pushes the rock apart. Little pieces of rock come off and are carried away by water or wind.
Another type of weathering happens because of running water. As water moves, it breaks down the stone or dirt that the water is running on
and moves it along.

•
•

One type of erosion happens because of wind. Wind blows across the land and moves sand, dirt and small rocks. The faster and harder the
wind blows, the more erosion happens.
Preventing erosion, see: https://www.denbow.com/erosion-control-steep-slopes-embankments/

Areas for Integration
• Literacy: Vocabulary, listening, speaking, reading book “Weathering and Erosion” by Jayden Gray.
writing simple lab reports; research and compile information on factors influencing weathering and erosion.
•
•
•
•

Mathematics: Measurement: measure volume of water, mass of soil etc.; represent data on tables and graphs.
Social Studies: Place: Effects of natural and human made disasters on the surface of the earth. The need for individuals to cooperate and take
the necessary steps to preserve the environment.
HFLE: Managing the environment – Man and the Physical Environment. Grade 4 HFLE curriculum, pg. 23 – 26
TVET: Design and create appropriate model of the earth; assembling models to test variables for science investigations.

Inclusive Resources and Materials
Book: “Weathering and Erosion” by Jayden Gray. https://www.storyjumper.com/book/index/38223896/Weathering-and-erosion#; modeling clay or
other suitable substitute, paper, zip lock bag/ clear plastic bag (1 lb); chalk, limestone, vinegar, sanitary cups, small box, shoe box, soil, bucket with
water, electric fan/ hand fan; videos https://youtu.be/d0jVywral14 (2.37 mins); https://youtu.be/ElzOll-zjHU (1.57 mins); anchor charts.

Science Curriculum
Grade 4
Purpose of the Subject: The study of Science encompasses knowledge, processes and values. A scientifically literate person will foster an attitude of
caring for our world as responsible citizens. Their decision making will be enhanced by a systematic study of the structure and behaviour of the physical
and natural world through observation and experiment.
Strand (Topic): Earth’s systems: Processes that shape the Earth
Essential Learning Outcome (ELO – 3): Analyse and interpret data from maps to describe patterns of Earth’s features.

Grade Level Guidelines: Students in kindergarten through fifth grade begin to develop an understanding of the four disciplinary core ideas: physical
science: Life science; earth and space sciences: and engineering, technology, and applications of science. In the earlier grades, students begin by
recognising patterns and formulating answers to questions about the world around them. By the end of fifth grade, students are able to demonstrate grade
appropriate proficiency in gathering, describing and using information about the natural and designed world(s).
Specific Curriculum Outcomes
(SCO):
Pupils are expected to:
Knowledge
•

Define the terms:
o Tectonic plates
o Ocean trench
o Mountain range

•

Identify on a world map and
diagram: mountains, continents,
oceans, ocean floor structures,
volcanoes and earthquakes areas.

•

Identify patterns in the location of
the earth’s features, e.g. locations
of mountain ranges, ocean floor

Inclusive Assessment Strategies (IAS):
•

Inclusive Learning Strategies (ILS):

Colour a blank map of the world
to show continents and oceans.
For example,

Retrieved from: https://binged.it/2ODoDTB
•

Display a large/ medium map of the world/globe. If
possible, give a reasonable size map of the world to each
group.

structures, earthquakes and
volcanoes.
•

Demonstrate an understanding of
the use of the terms tectonic plate
continent, ocean, mountain range,
volcano, earthquake, ocean trench,
ocean floor, etc.

•

Explain that mountains, volcanoes,
earthquakes and ocean trenches are
formed as a result of the movement
of tectonic plates.

•

Explain how the knowledge of the
location of mountains, earthquakes
and volcanoes affects the lives of
people.

•

Use a blank map to locate the
major continental mountain/
mountain range in South America
and other continents, e.g.

Skills
•

Draw diagrams or formulate
models to represent some features
of the earth, e.g. an ocean floor,
continents, etc.

•

Predict locations where
earthquakes or volcanoes could
take place.

•

Use crayons/markers/seeds to
locate features of the earth on a
blank map, e.g. continents,
mountain ranges, volcanoes,
trenches, etc.

NB. Each group can locate the
mountains on specific continent.
•

Use a map of the world showing
tectonic plates to locate sites of
volcanoes and earthquakes, e.g.

Have learners study it carefully before engaging them in
discussions, for example,
- What does the map or globe represent? (The world/ all
the countries and water in the world.)
- Which part represents water and which part represents
land? (The blue part represents water and the solid parts
represent land?)
- How are the land masses and oceans arranged? (The
land masses are surrounded by the oceans.)
-How many land masses are there and what are their
names? (There are seven land masses and their names ar
Asia, South America, North America, Africa, etc.)
- What special name is given to the land masses?
(Continents)
- In your own words, what is a continent?
(A continent is a very large piece/ mass of land)
Make a story about tectonic plates or Explain to learners
that the earth’s crust is built on plates of rocks which loo
like a puzzle, they are called tectonic plates
Or
Have them observe pictures or watch
https://binged.it/2rPnK1y (2:21 mins.)
https://binged.it/2DFXsRM (5:09 mins.)

For example, pictures of tectonic plates

video:

•

Effectively communicate
information based on observation
of patterns of the earth’s features.

Values
• Display sensitivity and offer
assistance to peers who may have
physical or learning challenges
when conducting hands-on work.
•

•

Work respectfully with each other
while analysing maps and charts and
videos to describe patterns of earth’s
features.
Develop awareness that earth events
and changes in earth’s feature can
affect the environment and the lives
and habitats of living things.

Retrieved from: https://binged.it/2DHWEvV
•

Present models to represent ocean •
floor and volcano, e.g.
Ocean floor

Teacher can ask learners to name the very tall land masses
found on continents. (Mountains)
- Show pictures or have learners go outside to look at single
mountains and mountain ranges.
- Ask learners to differentiate between them.

Retrieved from: https://binged.it/2LdQkjM and Retrieved
from: https://binged.it/2DAHJDS
Rubric: Accurate representation,
use of appropriate terms in verbal
expressions, creativity, use of
appropriate materials, etc.

Retrieved from: https://binged.it/2Y5M37c and
https://binged.it/35M28Se

•

Complete and present a Fryer 4
square model based on new
vocabulary, for example,

•

Display a map of the world showing major continental
mountains/ranges.

Retrieved from: https://binged.it/2L5MQ2H

•

Answer strategic questions
individually or in small groups,
e.g.
- What are tectonic plates?
- What are the two types of
tectonic plates?
- What are the effects of the
movement of tectonic plates?
- What is the general pattern of
location of mountains, volcanoes
and earthquakes? Give a reason
for your answer.
- How does the knowledge of the
location of volcanoes and
earthquakes affect how and where
people live?

Retrieved from: https://binged.it/2OU0zLi
OR
Have learner watch video from start to 2:11 mins.)
https://binged.it/33FOFd8 (11:20 mins.)
- In small groups, have learners describe where the
mountains are located, e.g. they are located inside and on
the edges of continents.
Give examples of mountains inside (mainly Guyana’s)

and near the edge of South America. (See maps in useful
content below)
- Explain to learners that mountain ranges can also be
found between two countries like Guyana and Brazil
(Acarai and Takatu) and Guyana and Venezuela
(Pakaraima). See map https://binged.it/2qUQlCy.
•

Show video(s) which describe how mountains are formed
e.g. https://binged.it/2P0KEe5 (3:50 mins) or
https://binged.it/2DwTmLZ (0:41 mins.)
OR

•

•
•

Demonstrate to learners how mountains are formed. E.g.
fold two lunch/ kitchen towels to form strips. Align one
short edge of each towel to be opposite of each other.
Push them toward each other to touch and fold into a pil
(mountain will form)

- Have learners give reasons for the location of the
mountains based on their knowledge of tectonic plates
and how rocks are formed.
Use the information of the location of rocks to identify
possible sites of volcanoes and earthquakes.

Have learner watch video from 2:12 mins. to 9:37 mins.)
for volcanoes

Have learner watch video from 9:38 mins. to 11:20 mins
for earthquakes
https://binged.it/33FOFd8 (11:20 mins.

- Facilitate discussion at video intervals.
E.g. What are the patterns of location/ sources of
earthquakes and volcanoes?
-The following map can
be used to help learners arrive at answers. (Earthquakes
and volcanoes sites can be found along the edges of
contents and between continents where tectonic plates
meet.)
OR

- Have learners study a map of the world showing sites o
volcano and earthquakes, e.g.
LOCATION OF EARTHQUAKES AND VOLCANOES
ON EARTH

https://clarkscience8.weebly.com/patterns-of-earthquake
and-volcanoes.html
•

Brainstorming and predicting the image of an ocean floo
- Write learners responses on the chalkboard
Allow learners to study a diagram which depicts an ocea
floor and compare with their prediction E.g.

Retrieved from: https://binged.it/2swzjuQ
OR

Retrieved from: https://binged.it/37QJAlz

- Have learners identify main features of the ocean floor,
e.g. continental slope, continental shelf, ocean ridge,
ocean trench, island

•

In small groups, learners can discuss the importance of
knowing the sites where volcanoes and earthquakes are
likely to occur.

How do volcanoes form? (differentiated for high ceiling student
challenge)

See volcano formation

Retrieved from:
https://mrgeogwagg.wordpress.com/2015/06/09/lesson-3volcano-theory/

Convection currents are the process of hotter liquids rising (from
the earth’s mantle), cooling and then cycling down. This causes
plates of the crust to move apart and allow some mantle material
to pass upward through a vent. Convection can be demonstrated
in the classroom (see:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0mUU69ParFM (3:05 mins

•

Group project to make models of ocean floor or volcano.

Volcano
Cover a glass bottle/jar with clay to look similarly to the image
below.

Baking Soda and Vinegar Volcano
The baking soda (sodium bicarbonate) reacts with the vinegar
(weak acetic acid) to produce carbon dioxide gas. The detergent

traps the gas, which is heavier than air, so it flows down the side
of the volcano.
•
•
•
•
•

warm water
dishwashing liquid/ soap powder
red or orange food coloring
baking soda
vinegar

1. Pour warm water into the volcano until it is 1/2 to 3/4 of the
way full.
2. Add several drops of food coloring.
3. Add a squirt of detergent. This helps the ‘lava’ foam up and
flow.
4. Add a couple of spoonful of baking soda.

5. When you are ready to start the eruption, pour vinegar into
your volcano.
6. You can recharge the volcano with more baking soda and
vinegar.
Note: If you don’t have vinegar, you can use another acidic
liquid, like lime juice or orange juice.
OR
Dry Ice Volcano
This volcano appears to smoke, releasing a cascade of bubble
lava.
•
•
•

warm water
dishwashing liquid/ soap powder
dry ice

1. Fill the volcano with warm water.
2. Add a bit of dishwashing liquid.
3. When you are ready to start the eruption, use gloves or tongs
to drop a piece of dry ice into the volcano.

Useful Content Knowledge for the Teacher about the Outcome:
• A continent is a very large mass of land. There are seven continents in the world.
• Tectonic plates are large plates of rock that make up the foundation of the Earth's crust and the shape of the continents. The tectonic plates compris
the bottom of the crust and the top of the Earth's mantle.
• The plates are most famously known for being the source of earthquakes. They are of two types, continental plates and oceanic plates. When plates
push up against each other, they create mountain ranges and volcanoes.
• A volcano is an opening of the earth’s surface that causes the release of molten rocks, debris and various gases to the surface.
• An earthquake is a sudden and violent shaking of the ground, sometimes causing great destruction, as a result of movements within the earth's crus
or volcanic action.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ocean trenches are the deepest parts of the ocean where tectonic plates meet. These can be very long.
Maps can help to locate the different land and water features areas of earth.
A continent is a large mass of land which is made up of one country or a number of countries.
An ocean is a great body of water separating or surrounding continents.
The locations of mountain ranges, deep ocean trenches, ocean floor structures, earthquakes and volcanoes occur in pattern.
Volcanoes and earthquakes occur in bands that are often along the boundaries between continents and oceans.
Major mountain chains form inside continents or near their edges.
Earth features occur in patterns that reflect information about how they are formed or occur (e.g. the Pacific Ocean is surrounded by a ring of
volcanoes; all continents are surrounded by water).
Information on mountains and earthquakes - https://binged.it/2OB5cuG (5:09 mins.)
Mountains, volcanoes and earthquakes - https://binged.it/33FOFd8 (11:20)

Retrieved from: https://binged.it/2OU0zLi

Retrieved from: https://binged.it/2qUQlCy

Areas for Integration
• Language: Participating in collaborative conversation with diverse partner about topic. Listening to others with care, speaking one at a time
about the topic and test under discussion.
• Social Studies ; Co-operation to rebuild and assist people who are affected by earth events.
•
•
•

Mathematics: Measurement, number concept, graphs, Venn diagrams.
TVET: Engineering models to stimulate how earth events change earth features and affect living things. Awareness, that places that are mostl
affected by earth events designs structures (buildings and bridges) to withstand the impact of earth events like earthquakes, volcanoes, heavy
rainfall, strong winds, etc.
HFLE: Caring for and keeping our environment safe and healthy.
Art: creating posters on ……

Inclusive Resources and Materials
(Texts, family & community knowledge and resources, web resources).
Use of multisensory approaches to assist all learners.
Pictures, videos, crayons, world and continental maps, globes, pictures, towels,
Local, regional, and global patterns of rock formations reveal changes over time due to earth forces.
★ The presence and location of certain fossil types indicate the order in which rock layers were formed.
★ Rainfall helps to shape the land and affects the types of living things found in a region.
★ The locations of mountain ranges, deep ocean trenches, ocean floor structures, earthquakes, and volcanoes occur in patterns.
★ Most earthquakes and volcanoes occur in bands that are often along the boundaries between continents and oceans.
★ Major mountain chains form inside continents or near their edges.
★ Maps can help located the different land and water features of Earth

Science Curriculum
Grade 4
Purpose of the Subject: The study of science necessarily encompasses knowledge, processes and values. A scientifically literate person will foster
an attitude of caring for our world as a responsible citizen. Their decision making will be enhanced by a systematic study of the structure and
behavior of the physical and natural world through observation and experiment
Strand (Topic): Earth’s Systems: Processes and Shape of the Earth

Essential Learning Outcomes: ELO – 4: Generate and compare multiple solutions to reduce the impacts of natural Earth processes on humans. Thi
is commonly referred to as Disaster Risk Reduction (DRR).
Grade Level Guidelines: Students in kindergarten through fifth grade begin to develop an understanding of the four disciplinary core ideas:
physical sciences; life sciences; earth and space sciences; and engineering, technology, and applications of science. In the earlier grades, students
begin by recognising patterns and formulating answers to questions about the world around them. By the end of fifth grade, students are able to
demonstrate grade-appropriate proficiency in gathering, describing, and using information about the natural and designed world(s)

Specific Curriculum Outcomes (SCO):
Learners are expected to:

Inclusive Assessment Strategies (IAS):
•

Knowledge
•

Define the terms:
o Earthquake
o Tsunami
o Mudslide

•

Demonstrate an understanding of
the term natural Earth processes.

•

Identify natural Earth processes that
affect humans (e.g. earthquakes,
flood, landslide, volcanoes, and
tsunami).

•

•

•

Discuss the effects of natural earth
processes on humans (e.g.
earthquakes, flood, landslide,
volcanoes, and tsunami).
.
Describe how people can modify
structures/plans in the community
to reduce the impact of natural
earth events.
Describe the features of the tools or
object that would solve the problem
based on scientific information,
materials available and how it
would be of benefit to people and
the environment.

Present completed anchor charts to show
natural earth processes and their effects on
human e.g.

Earth
Processes
E.g.
Earthquakes

Cause
Rocks that
make up the
earth’s crust
being pulled
and pushed
causing the
ground to
shake.

Inclusive Learning Strategies (ILS):
•

Allow learners to complete KLEW chart on
natural Earth Processes. (NB. Earth processes
will be represented individually on the chart as
they are being done.) e.g.

Effects
Destruction
of buildings,
roads,
electrical
poles etc.

Floods

Landslide
•

•

News Broadcast: Have learner teams
write news broadcasts about a natural
earth process (e.g. earthquake, floods,
volcano) that has hit their hometowns.
Have the broadcast begin with something
exciting to catch the listener's attention.
Then tell the facts of the event (NB.
Negative impacts on humans must be
included). Have the teams share their
news broadcasts with the class.
Journal: Have learners fill in what they
have learned about natural earth processes

Watching and discussing videos. E.g. Earthquakes
and tsunami https://youtu.be/Q-v-G1iL67w (5.05
mins).
https://youtu.be/AArne-wh_Uc (3.46 mins)
Volcanoes https://youtu.be/3Jxeh-yAXek (7.38 mins)
Floods https://youtu.be/udRNUBHbE0o (4.05 mins)

Discussion questions based on videos:
1. What causes earthquakes, tsunamis, volcanoes
floods?
2. How do earthquakes, tsunamis, volcanoes,
floods negatively affect humans?
3. What precautions do people take when there
are earthquakes, tsunamis, volcanoes, floods?
Reading passages:

and state questions they still have. Solicit
questions from the learners and let other
learners answer.

Skills
•

Observe how the models/designs
created function

•

Investigate the effectiveness of
different design solutions to reduce
the impact of natural Earth
processes.

•

Present completed classroom activity
sheet on Earth Processes e.g.

Plan and design solutions to reduce
the impact of natural Earth
processes in the community.

•

Compare and contrast solutions
designed to reduce the impact of
natural Earth processes in the
community.

•

Formulate models to simulate how
solutions designed can reduce the
impact of natural Earth processes in
the community.

Values
Display sensitivity and offer
assistance to peers who may have
physical or learning challenges

(b) Floods https://busyteacher.org/18496-readingcomprehension-floods.html

(c) Tsunamis
https://instantworksheets.net/free_download/V
HN1bmFtaV9Db21wcmVoZW5zaW9uLnBkZ
iwxNTcxNzI1NDM1LDZmN2U3YzkwOGV
ZGIzNjk5OTkzOGRjZWRhMTkxYmVj

Use knowledge of shapes and
properties of materials to design
appropriate structures to reduce the
impacts of natural Earth processes.

•

•

•

(a) Why are there Earthquakes?
https://www.readworks.org/article/Why-AreThere-Earthquakes/1c126111-13f7-4137-8baf
fe4527a8a042#!articleTab:content/

(d) Volcanoes
https://www.teachervision.com/readingcomprehension/science-reading-warmvolcanoes#
•

Group Activity: Have learners create a
personal flood plan for their family. Plan
must include:
(a) Preventive housing measures: What
can you do to reduce the effects of
flooding in your house and
surrounding areas?
(b) Emergency Supply kit: What essential
items do you need to stockpile in your
house? In the event of an evacuation,
what items do you need to take with
you?
(c) Evacuation Venue: e.g. Dr. Green
Lives on the Conservancy Dam in
Canal #2. Identify where Dr Green and

•

Discuss information from text read and
comparing those on the KLEW chart.
Updating chart as answers to questions are
found. E.g. How do these processes
negatively affect humans and the
environment?

Ask learners the following questions:
(a) Have you ever felt an earthquake or the
aftereffects of an
earthquake/flood/volcano/tsunami?
(b) What was it like?
(c) Where were you?
(d) What did you do?
(e) How can we simulate an earthquake/flood?

when conducting practical and
group work.
•

•

•

Work respectfully with others to
share ideas and materials for
solution designs to combat the
impact of natural earth processes
Express enjoyment in participating
in demonstration show and tell in
relation to solution designs to
combat the impact of natural earth
processes.
Work with others willingly to share
ideas and materials to complete
tasks.

his family would evacuate to and the
route they would take. (NB. Scenarios
should be edited to suit the geographic
location of your school and
surrounding communities.)
•

Case Study (Small Groups)
Hazardville is in trouble. The nearby
Baboon River has overflowed its banks for
4 of the last 5 years and local weather
forecasts predict the largest rainfall on
record for the coming May/June rains. The
city council has pooled its resources and
developed a solution. They will divert the
river into Dry Ditch at Broken Bend.
However, Brown Town is not happy with
this solution.

NB. Create chart with ideas as learners share their
experiences and mount same in classroom.

Have learners brainstorm possible problems that Earth
processes can cause for humans.
Either as a class or in small groups, have the learners
select one problem (such as the effects of floods/
earthquakes/volcanic eruptions on humans) to
research.
Allow learners to work in small groups to conduct
research to determine possible solutions (such as
consistent monitoring of volcanic
activity/earthquakes/floods and the use of early
warning systems) that reduce the impacts of the
chosen Earth process on humans. This approach in
communities is called Disaster Risk Reduction and
has the acronym DRR.

As a class, determine criteria and possible constraints
on the design solutions. Criteria might include saving
lives and/or reducing property loss.

Engage learners in the following activities to enginee
design solutions:
(i) Read the following newspaper headlines:
As an engineer for Brown Town, generate an
alternate solution and compare it to
Hazardville’s solution.

“Widespread Flooding in Guyana” Guyana
Times, December 24, 2016
“Flash Floods hit Mahdia” Guyana
Chronicle, May 24, 2019

“Persistent Flooding causes flooding in
Region Three” Kaieteur News, August 15,
2019
“Essequibo villages hit by Floods” Guyana
Chronicle, August 19, 2019

In response to the ongoing flooding in Guyana
the Village and City Council and the Regional
Democratic Councils recommend all residents
to create a personal flood plan.
•

Grenada has occasional earthquakes.
Generate three solutions to reduce the
impact. Compare the solutions to find out
which one will best reduce the effects of
earthquake on humans.

SOLUTION 1

SOLUTION 2

SOLUTION
3

Which solution do you think works the best?
Justify your answer with evidence.
I think solution # ______ is the best because
____________________________________
_____________________________________
I strongly feel
___________________________
On testing, this proves beyond doubt that
______

Your plan must include three key elements to
minimise the effects of the flooding:

(a) Preventive housing measures: What can you
do to reduce the effects of flooding in your
house and surrounding areas?

(b) Emergency Supply kit: What essential items
do you need to stockpile in your house? In the
event of an evacuation, what items do you
need to take with you?
(c) Evacuation Venue: e.g. Dr. Green Lives on
the Conservancy Dam in Canal #2. Identify
where Dr Green and his family would
evacuate to and the route they would take.
(NB. Scenarios should be edited to suit the
geographic location of your school and
surrounding communities.)

(ii) Hazardville is in trouble. The nearby Baboon Rive
has overflowed its banks for 4 of the last 5 year
and local weather forecasts predict the larges

_____________________________________
•

Present a plan or design of how a natural
earth process related problem can be
solved or reduced. Plan include the type of
problems, drawings of the design and
materials to be used.

•

Strategic questioning e.g.
- What is meant by the term natural
Earth processes?
- List three examples of natural
Earth processes?
- Explain how natural Earth
processes affect humans and the
environment.

rainfall on record for the coming May/June rains
The city council has pooled its resources an
developed a solution. They will divert the river int
Dry Ditch at Broken Bend. However, Brown Tow
is not happy with this solution.

•

Design and construct a model house
resistant to earthquake.
Show and tell the formulated model of the
model house. Learners may explain how the
solution design can reduce the impact of
earthquake. The teacher may also assess using
a rubric: items of creativity, appropriateness
of materials and team work.

Mudslides are another natural disaster that
occur when the soil on steep slopes gets so
saturated with water, that gravity overcomes
the cohesion of the soil and the mud slides
down the slope.
See:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=791o4LPq
JWc (1.5 mins)

As an engineer for Brown Town, generate a
alternate solution and compare it to Hazardville’
solution.
(iii) Grenada has occasional earthquakes. Generate
three solutions to reduce the impact. Compare the
solutions to find out which one will best reduce the
effects of earthquake on humans.
SOLUTION 1

SOLUTION 2

SOLUTION 3

Which solution do you think works the best? Justify
your answer with evidence.

Pose to students the challenge of preventing
the impact of a mudslide on a hillside
community.
(e.g. barriers? more planted vegetation to hold
the soil?)

I think solution # ____________ is the best because
__________________________________________
I strongly feel ______________________________
On testing, this proves beyond doubt that ________
__________________________________________

(iv) Have learners examine a list of building materials
they would need for a model house that is
resistant to earthquakes. Have learners create a
plan for the house.
•

Guide learners to design and build a model
that ensures the following:
(a) The model house must have four walls and a
roof.

(b) The model house should be at least 15 cm
wide, 15 cm long, and 15 cm tall. Tell learners
to sketch their designs and label all of the part
and materials they will use in the model. Have
them add notes about why they chose the
materials and why they designed the model
house the way they did.
•

Have learners test the model using a
simulation of an earthquake. At this stage one
learner in each group should be ready to start
the stopwatch when the “earthquake” starts.
Have learners simulate an earthquake.

NB. Learners should not touch the house during the
test. If the model lasts 90 seconds, learners should
stop the test.
Learners should record their observations and results
throughout the experiment.

NB. Consider having learners test their models in
front of the entire class so the groups can compare th
different constructions.
•

Have learners examine their results from the
first test and identify weak areas in their
model design. Guide them to revise the plans
for their models to address weaknesses. Ask:
How could you revise your design to make
the house better withstand an earthquake?
Learners can either reinforce their existing
models or they can build new models.

•

Provide learners with the same materials as
they had, and ask them to sketch, label, and
explain their designs before building and
testing them. Have learners repeat the steps
and record their observations and results
throughout the experiment.

NB. If time permits, consider having learners
redesign and test their model houses until the models
can withstand 90 seconds with the earthquake
simulation.
At the end of the experiment, lead the class in a
discussion of what materials and designs made for a
good earthquake-proof house. Discuss what worked
best and what didn’t work.
Useful Content Knowledge for the Teacher about the Outcome:
•
•

Natural Earth processes are those that occur without human intervention, like tectonic plate motion, volcanoes, earthquakes, and the natural
formation and evolution of rivers and lakes. These activities cause either sudden or gradual changes to Earth’s systems and occasionally
adversely affect humans.
Reducing the effects of Earth’s processes on humans and the environment can positively impact the future.

•
•
•

Natural hazards can result from natural processes. Humans cannot eliminate them, but can reduce their impacts.
Through experience, observations and knowledge of historical events, people know where certain of these hazards are likely to occur.
Improving construction, developing warning systems, identifying and avoiding high-risk locations, and increasing community preparedness
and response capability can help humans to be safe.

Areas for Integration
•

Literacy: Vocabulary – building word list and decoding new words relating to natural earth processes, listening to peers as they share
information about design solutions, speaking, reading passage about earth processes.

•

Mathematics: Geometry – shapes of materials for the construction of models, angles – arranging materials at different angles to complete
materials; Measurement – measuring materials at required lengths for the construction of models.

•

Social Studies: Weather and climate – the impact of natural disasters on our daily activities and the environment.

•

TVET: Creativity in designing solutions to combat the impact of Natural Earth Processes. Awareness of solutions designs in other parts of
the world. E.g. earthquake resistant buildings.
Inclusive Resources and Materials
House materials: ruler, metric, uncooked pasta, spaghetti or lasagna, balloons, small, long noodles, cups, plastic or paper, pipe cleaners, index
cards , plastic straws, newspaper, tape, masking or duct, paper, stopwatch, paper plates, any size (any other suitable materials; NB. Materials for
houses can vary depending on the area and the availability of the materials); Videos: Earthquakes and tsunami https://youtu.be/Q-v-G1iL67w
(5.05 mins). https://youtu.be/AArne-wh_Uc (3.46 mins); Volcanoes https://youtu.be/3Jxeh-yAXek (7.38 mins); Floods
https://youtu.be/udRNUBHbE0o (4.05 mins); passages: Why are there Earthquakes? https://www.readworks.org/article/Why-Are-ThereEarthquakes/1c126111-13f7-4137-8baf-fe4527a8a042#!articleTab:content/ ; Floods https://busyteacher.org/18496-reading-comprehensionfloods.html ; Tsunamis
https://instantworksheets.net/free_download/VHN1bmFtaV9Db21wcmVoZW5zaW9uLnBkZiwxNTcxNzI1NDM1LDZmN2U3YzkwOGVkZGIz
Njk5OTkzOGRjZWRhMTkxYmVj ; Volcanoes https://www.teachervision.com/reading-comprehension/science-reading-warm-volcanoes#;
anchor charts.

Why are there Earthquakes?
The ground starts to shake. Buildings begin to sway. Watch out—here comes an earthquake!
Earthquakes are natural events. They usually happen very quickly. In fact, most earthquakes last less than thirty seconds.

You may be surprised to hear that earthquakes are not rare. In fact, earthquakes happen every day somewhere in the world. Most of
them are weak. There are times, however, when an earthquake is very powerful and causes a lot of damage. One strong earthquake can
destroy houses, bridges, railroad tracks, and more. Earthquakes are caused by the movement of huge pieces of rock under Earth’s surface.
The pieces are called tectonic plates. These plates are found in the top layers of Earth, called the crust and the upper mantle. Tectonic
plates have rough edges and are always moving. Usually, they move slowly. But there are times when the plates get stuck against each
other. If that happens, pressure builds up. When the two plates finally get “unstuck,” they release energy. Often, a small amount of
energy is released. That will mean a small earthquake. However, sometimes a lot of energy is released. When that happens, the
earthquake that follows will be strong…and dangerous!
https://www.readworks.org/article/Why-Are-There-Earthquakes/1c126111-13f7-4137-8baf-fe4527a8a042#!articleTab:content/

